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Members of the Michigan Tourism Industry:
As we approach the end of the beginning of Michigan’s first ever tourism industry
strategic planning process, we wish to express our sincere appreciation for your support
as we worked to ensure the process truly reflected the needs of our great industry. We
worked with Michigan State University’s CARRS Tourism Resource Center and Travel
Michigan to coordinate regional meetings, document information, and other planning
efforts. Michigan’s tourism industry representatives rallied to provide the financial
support needed to ensure the successful development of our founding plan. We are
sincerely grateful for all this hard work and show of support.
A great effort was put forth to identify challenges and develop strategies to prevail. We
identified opportunities for our industry to capitalize upon and avenues to strengthen our
tourism industry position. With industry input, we also identified our weaknesses and
can now decisively and strategically attack them. We believe that we now have a fresh
focus and that the future for Michigan’s tourism industry is more promising than ever
before.
The time has come to pass this plan on to the leadership of the Michigan tourism
industry; the Michigan Travel Commission. Travel Commissioners are dedicated to reestablishing their leadership and taking this plan forward to fruition. This is an exciting
time for Michigan tourism. We know we are facing struggles, but we now have a solid
roadmap to guide our efforts. The Tourism Industry Planning Council, the Plan
Coordination Team, and Council Liaisons are proud of what has been accomplished
and confident that Michigan tourism has a bright future.
Thank you for entrusting us with this responsibility. It has truly been a pleasure working
on this project and serving our great industry.

The Michigan Tourism Industry Planning Council
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“Nothing happens until something moves.”
---Albert Einstein

Michigan’s tourism industry has always played an important role in the state’s economy.
It has a proven track record, generating over 900 million dollars in tax revenue and
nearly 200,000 jobs. But since the events of 9/11, our state has struggled to regain its
share of the overall tourism dollar. While there is broad-based recognition of tourism’s
value to the state’s economy, there is also a belief that more can be done to maximize
its potential.
This belief has been the driving force behind the Michigan Tourism Strategic Plan
initiative. This plan is the result of countless hours of deliberation by hundreds of
industry members. It is the first industry-wide effort to use a proactive approach to
develop strategies and policies that will help set the stage for future growth of our
tourism industry.
The need for an industry development plan was officially recognized in 1945 in the
enabling legislation that created the Michigan Travel Bureau and the Michigan Travel
Commission. Facilitated by the Tourism Resource Center at Michigan State University
and Travel Michigan, and developed “by the industry for the industry”, we believe this
effort is a significant step in addressing the most pressing tourism industry concerns.
The Plan’s goal is to create a framework for a shared vision with an agenda and
strategies for cooperation and partnership that adds value to the entire industry. We
believe that this plan, if funded and executed properly, can enhance and advance the
industry in many new ways while creating jobs and improving the perception of
Michigan. Crafting a strategic plan for the tourism industry that is inclusive,
comprehensive and knowledge-driven is not easy, but it is an important positive step
that will enhance tourism’s ultimate contribution to the Michigan economy.
This is an important time in Michigan’s history. We believe it is also the right time to
raise the bar on how tourism is viewed in our state. As the industry’s Commission, we
are committed to this effort and will do everything possible to further tourism’s role in the
transformation of Michigan’s economy.
Please join us as we embark on a new chapter in Michigan tourism.
The Michigan Travel Commission
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About the Plan
Individual and group decisions to respond to perceived adversity or opportunity are often made without a
complete vision of the desired outcome or precisely how it might be achieved. These are not “mindless”
decisions; rather they arise from a recognized need for action and an assessment of the prospect for
successfully addressing the identified need. The decision to take an action generally rests on the
“expectation” that it will result in an outcome perceived as superior to that of taking no action.
The decision to initiate this effort to develop a comprehensive strategic plan for Michigan’s tourism was
made at a time when the industry was facing an extended period of adversity linked to projected long
term economic weakness and slow population growth in its prime markets. Developing a strategic plan as
a preferred action response to this threat is grounded in several logical considerations including:
•
•
•
•

There was a history of calls for a plan extending back over 60 years.
Marshalling resources and collective action was widely recognized as needed to effectively
combat the scale of adversity facing the industry.
Recent coordinated industry action has been successful demonstrating the capacity of the
industry to control its destiny.
There was little evidence of any industry wide discussion of a coordinated response to the threats
and opportunities it was facing. Hence there was not a vision around which the industry could
rally to communicate its needs.

Any strategic planning process requires structure to ensure the end product truly reflects the needs of the
organization, has meaning, and can be implemented. However, the decision to begin to develop the plan
was not based upon full knowledge of how the effort would be accomplished or what it would or would not
include.
An "industry" plan has challenges not normally encountered by that of an individual company or
organization, and thus the process must reflect the preferences of those involved and operate in a way to
achieve the best possible outcome given a particular set of circumstances. While the process that was
followed adhered to a framework outlined at the beginning of the project, modest adjustments were made
in response to input and knowledge gained as the project evolved.
The desired outcome (i.e., what will the plan include), which was not completely envisioned when this
project began, can now be more fully articulated. As is evident in this plan, it is not a vehicle for limiting
the capacity of individual businesses and organizations to make independent business decisions. Rather,
it is a vehicle designed to facilitate addressing mutual problems and opportunities which can be most
effectively pursued through collective action.
Finally, it must be realized that regardless of scope, there is no "perfect plan." This plan, like all strategic
plans, is merely a guide. Like the planning process itself, deviations will and must occur over time. Not all
industry stakeholders will agree with all components. However, the plan offers a wide range of options for
cooperative action, so everyone will find one or more action items which they can rally around with others
that will benefit them and illustrate how the industry, by working together, can achieve great things.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Tourism in Michigan is a $17.5 billion industry which employs over 200,000 people and contributes to the
economies of all 83 Michigan counties. Globally, it is an industry that has experienced significant growth in
recent years, and this growth trend is expected to continue into the foreseeable future. Ensuring that
Michigan’s tourism industry captures its fair share of a growing tourism market is critical not only to the
tourism industry in the state, but also to Michigan’s overall economy.
Michigan is primarily a regional tourism destination drawing about 70% of its business from Michigan
residents and 20% from residents of adjacent states and Ontario. Its reliance on this regional tourism
market is problematic both in the near term and the long run. The Michigan economy has been weak for
several years and is projected to remain so for some time. Population growth in this region of the US is
projected by the US Census Bureau to lag the rest of the country, which poses a long term threat to
Michigan’s tourism industry. And, it faces stiff competition from other destinations for tourists with ever
higher travel experience expectations. Despite these obvious challenges, the future for Michigan’s tourism
industry need not be bleak. After all, it is engaged in a global growth industry and is endowed with
resources superior to those available to many of its competitors.
The premise for this plan “for the industry by the industry” is that the industry working together can exert
control over its destiny. It is grounded in recent successes registered by the industry working together to
pass Post Labor Day School legislation and to increase the state’s investment in promotion. Over the past
year, many in the industry have worked countless hours to develop this plan, which is both the industry’s
vision for its future as well as a comprehensive action agenda for achieving that vision.
The Planning Process
Representatives from Michigan State University presented a proposal to support this industry driven
planning project to the Michigan Travel Commission in September, 2005, which it endorsed and agreed to
support. In November, 2005, the proposal was presented to representatives of 40 key industry
organizations who also endorsed it. Over the next few months, a Plan Coordination Team (PCT) was
formed with members from MSU and Travel Michigan. The PCT developed a framework to guide the
project and initiated efforts to obtain necessary funding. The decision to begin the project was announced
at the annual Michigan Tourism Conference in March, 2006.
The first major step in the planning process was to form a Planning Council which consisted of 75 tourism
leaders broadly representative of the industry. It met in May, 2006 in a visioning session during which eight
issue areas were identified to address. Issue Work Teams were formed at the May meeting and met
through summer and early fall to develop recommendations for the full Council to review. Seven listening
sessions were held around the state to gather input from industry stakeholders. A project website was
developed where all project related information was posted for ready access by all interested parties.
Hundreds of individual comments, issues and concerns were generated as a result of this process.
In November, 2006, the full Council met to review and discuss the eight IWT reports. The reports were
accepted by the Council and subsequently presented to the Michigan Travel Commission in December,
2006, where the Council’s recommendation that the Commission assume primary responsibility for the
plan was also presented. In a subsequent meeting, the Commission voted to accept responsibility for the
plan going forward.
The next step in the process was to synthesize and integrate the reports along with other information
gathered from stakeholders over the course of the project. An initial synthesis was developed in early
January, 2007 which was then reorganized and further reduced in volume. This second synthesis was
reviewed by the Plan Coordination Team, augmented by reviewers from the Travel Commission and
selected Council members. After incorporating suggested revisions from reviewers, the draft of the plan
was submitted for the Council’s review and comment. Based upon feedback received, the draft plan was
further edited and presented to the industry at the annual Michigan Conference in March, 2007.
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Plan Structure
This plan consists of three sections under which nine objectives are presented along with specific
associated recommendations. In the interest of brevity, the recommendations in this executive summary
have been reduced in number and detail from those presented in the main body of the plan. The goal of
the writing team was to produce an integrated and readable document which captured the essence of the
ideas/inputs provided by the several hundred participants in the planning process resulting in a massive
amount of information. Because of the number of good ideas presented, reducing the amount of
information was challenging but necessary.
Implementing the Plan
Planning is a process which doesn’t end with producing the plan. Thus, this document is no more than an
initial documented step in what needs to be an on-going process. The Michigan Travel Commission has
agreed to provide leadership for the planning process going forward which includes implementation of the
recommendations contained herein. Looking ahead, it is appropriate to provide a quote from Council
member Don Clingan who served as an early reviewer to the plan writing team and noted in his comments,
“The potential for this strategic plan to have a powerful, positive impact on the future of tourism in Michigan
will depend upon leadership. We will need dedicated champions with the ability and the power to make the
changes that need to be made.”
I. ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT
What form of organizational structure will give Michigan a sustainable advantage over its competitors?
The essence of the Council’s organizational recommendations is depicted in the figure below. It includes
both familiar existing entities as well as several that will need to be developed.

= direct reporting line
= formal communication
= informal communication

* Proposed

Objective 1: Develop the leadership and organizational structures needed to grow Michigan to be
one of the top five travel destinations in the nation.
Recommendations
o Appoint members to the Michigan Travel Commission to ensure that the industry is appropriately
represented.
o Encourage and support the Michigan Travel Commission in convening an annual joint meeting of
all state departments with significant tourism roles to discuss issues and coordinate programs.
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o

o
o

Ensure that the leadership role for tourism planning, organizing an annual conference, and linking
the public and private sectors of Michigan’s tourism industry lies with the Michigan Travel
Commission.
Create a communications and research system to support the sustainable development of
Michigan’s tourism industry under the leadership of Travel Michigan.
Make available the resources to support these expanded roles for the Michigan Travel
Commission and Travel Michigan.

Objective 2: Develop coordinated, ongoing relationships with the political entities that have the
ability to impact Michigan’s tourism industry.
Recommendations
o Create or authorize an umbrella organization (e.g. Tourism Caucus) to represent the industry in
communicating with political entities.
o Employ a firm to support the mission of the umbrella organization.
o Develop a private sector based funding mechanism to support the umbrella organization’s action
agenda.
Objective 3: Expand the use and effectiveness of collaboration as a tool for achieving the strategic
objectives of Michigan’s tourism industry.
Recommendations
o Establish a “Collaboration Task Force” to promote collaboration, secure funding, and expand
awareness of collaboration opportunities.
o Utilize the annual Michigan Tourism Conference to showcase and promote collaboration.
o Identify opportunities for non-traditional collaboration.
Objective 4: Build an effective industry communications system.
Recommendations
o Ensure the system includes subsystems for: intra-industry networking/communications, research,
and outreach to consumers.
o Assign responsibility for development and maintenance of the system to Travel Michigan with
oversight from the Michigan Travel Commission.
II. PRODUCT DELIVERY SUPPORT
Objective 1: Develop a research and technical assistance system to guide private and public sector
investments to opportunities that offer the highest rate of return on investment.
Recommendations
o Assign Travel Michigan the primary leadership role in creating a research system to support the
Michigan tourism industry and engage other organizations to accomplish this mission as needed.
o Form a “Travel Database Group” to assist Travel Michigan in identifying the industry’s research
needs, obtaining access to data from multiple sources, and disseminating research to the industry.
o Ensure technical assistance services are made available to the industry to make effective use of
the system to enhance investment decisions.
o Ensure the Travel Database Group is proactive in conveying the industry’s research needs to
prospective funding partner organizations.
Objective 2: Increase the level and effectiveness of Michigan’s tourism industry’s investments in
promotion drawing upon research, partnership building, and collaboration.
Recommendations
o Develop enhanced collaborative marketing methods.
o Develop a strategically balanced paid and earned media approach.
o Embrace and support research for selecting target markets, designing advertising campaigns, and
determining rate of return on promotion investments.
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Objective 3: Expand the delivery of positive experiences to Michigan’s tourists.
Recommendations
o Establish a culture of exceptional customer service.
o Make the visitor experience more engaging and memorable.
o Enhance access to existing capital to support new product development initiatives.
o Create a viable R&D program to support substantive new investments in tourism-related facilities,
amenities and infrastructure.
o Engage the industry in supporting wise stewardship of resources that attract customers.
Objective 4: Expand the delivery of excellent customer services to Michigan’s tourists.
Recommendations
o Develop a “front line” staff hospitality certificate program.
o Develop an “owner/manager” hospitality certificate program.
III. FISCAL SUPPORT
Objective: Obtain the necessary financial resources to successfully implement the objectives of
this plan in order for Michigan to maximize the economic potential of its tourism industry.
Recommendations
o Expand the “Pure Michigan” advertising campaign with a $30 million annual General Fund
appropriation.
o Generate funding needed to implement all objectives in this plan through existing and new funding
mechanisms.
o Leverage and increase return on existing investments through collaboration, partnerships, and
research.

Conclusion
This is an ambitious plan. But many of the challenges and opportunities confronting Michigan’s tourism
industry are formidable, requiring exceptionally strong and coordinated responses. While some of the
recommendations in the Plan will be relatively easy to implement and thus should move forward quickly,
others are more complex and/or controversial. It is important to invest in solving these challenging
problems because when successful, Michigan will distance itself from its competitors, ensure its
prominence as a premier tourism destination, and gain a level of competitive advantage which will be
sustainable for many years to come.
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The Process
The Michigan Tourism Strategic Plan project was proposed by Michigan State University to the Michigan
Travel Commission in September of 2005. Understanding the need and benefit of such a plan, the
Commission endorsed the proposal. In November of that year, representatives of over 40 key industry
organizations were brought together to further explore the idea. This group agreed that the development
of such a plan would greatly benefit the industry and the need was urgent. Members in attendance also
agreed that this first-ever plan would be best served by a grassroots effort to ensure the industry's needs
and concerns were adequately addressed. As a result, the majority of the funding needed to undertake
the planning initiative came from the industry itself.
In March of 2006, with partial funding in place, the planning effort was officially launched. A simple
process structure was designed to foster a clear understanding of the roles of various groups in the
process. This structure can be found in Appendix A.
A Plan Coordination Team (Appendix B) comprised of personnel from Michigan State University and
Travel Michigan was formed to guide the efforts of the planning process. A Tourism Industry Planning
Council (Appendix B) was then established made up of representatives from over 75 industry
organizations with three Council members also serving as Council Liaisons on the Plan Coordination
Team. The Council's role was to ensure the plan would truly reflect "a plan for the industry, by the
industry". Council organizations included private and public sectors as well as government and academia.
In May of the same year, a Council all-day "Visioning Session" was held in Lansing to identify the most
pressing issues facing the industry. Several hundred issues, ideas and concerns were identified. Further
refinement and categorization resulted in eight critical issue areas. Each Council member then
volunteered to serve on an Issue Work Team which would focus on one of the critical issues. The
outcome of each team’s activity was a report that clearly articulated the issue and identified challenges,
opportunities and recommended strategies to move the issue forward.
In June and July of 2006, seven stakeholder Listening Sessions were held throughout the state to gather
addition input from the industry for the teams. These sessions were open to the general public and free of
charge. The format was much like a brainstorming session focusing on the critical issues identified by the
Council. These sessions were held in Iron Mountain, Sault Ste. Marie, Battle Creek, Dearborn,
Frankenmuth, Traverse City and Alpena. Over 250 representatives from organizations across all sectors
of the industry attended these sessions. Along with information from the Visioning Session, input received
from each Listening Session was provided to the Issue Work Teams as an additional resource for their
use. More information about the Visioning and Listening Sessions can be found in Appendix C. In
addition, a website (tourismplan.msu.edu) was established to capture additional stakeholder input which
was passed along to the teams.
During August, September and October, the eight Issue Work Teams reviewed all information available
and deliberated on the challenges, barriers and opportunities. The result of their work was captured in a
Council Work Team Report. Each of the team reports is available in its entirety in Appendix D. Pros and
cons of the reports were discussed by the full Council at a meeting in Flint on November 18, 2006. A
follow-up vote by the Council approved the reports as the foundation documents for the plan. The Council
also voted to support the Michigan Travel Commission as the appropriate organization going forward to
take responsibility for the plan and the planning process.
In December of 2006, the Travel Commission, after reviewing the Council reports and considering the
implications of the Council's desire for it to assume ownership, voted unanimously to accept ownership of
the plan and the planning process going forward.
In January and February of 2007, the plan was officially drafted and reviewed by the Council. The final
plan was written based on comments received from the Council and presented at the state tourism
conference on March 27, 2007.
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The Plan
During the planning process, the Tourism Industry Planning Council identified several issue areas critical
to the immediate and long term needs of the industry. Within each area, objectives, recommendations
and required resources were identified. These areas fall naturally under one of three broad categories of
needed support:
I. Organizational Support – Requirements necessary to work together to achieve common goals on
behalf of the industry.
II. Product Delivery Support - Understanding, communicating, producing and delivering the products
desired by the customer.
III. Fiscal Support - Identifying and obtaining the necessary resources to achieve common goals and
industry sustainability.
It can be argued that there are possibly other broad infrastructure descriptors that could be used, but
these three offer a framework around which issues raised can be grouped and discussed
comprehensively and efficiently. If necessary, these categories can be changed or expanded to meet the
changing needs of the industry.

Michigan Tourism
Industry

Organizational
Support

Fiscal
Support

Product Delivery
Support

NOTE: For purposes of this strategic plan, “tourism” encapsulates the wide array of businesses,
organizations and service sectors that support and serve the traveling public (e.g. lodging, food service,
retail, entertainment, recreation, transportation, information, etc.). This also includes organizations that
draw a significant amount of their business from direct traveler service providers (e.g., banks,
wholesalers, insurance, advertising, construction, etc.).
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I. Organizational Support
The question of how to organize to meet the industry’s challenges and opportunities is without a doubt the
most critical issue to the success of the plan. Without an effective answer to this question, the successful
implementation of any of the actions called for will be problematic. And, since this plan should be viewed
as the beginning of a process to further the sustainable development of Michigan’s tourism industry, the
need for and importance of developing organizational capacity extends far beyond a three to five year
time horizon.
The Michigan tourism industry possesses the ability to positively influence its destiny if it chooses to do
so. But accomplishing this requires organization to effectively focus the talents, energies, and resources
available. This means addressing organizational issues that exist in both the public and private sectors.
The crux of “getting organized” is the challenge of the large number of independent organizations and
individual businesses that collectively make up the Michigan tourism industry. It is also directly affected by
public policies that are initiated at all government levels.
This public/private dependency means that collaboration and partnerships are critical to solving
immediate needs. It is also critical to the long term sustainability of the industry because without an
understanding of all perspectives and potential impacts, the industry cannot definitively communicate its
issues and command the attention it deserves. Partnering, between individuals, organizations, and
sectors to achieve a mutually desired outcome will generate benefits both direct and indirect, which may
be immediate or realized over a longer period of time.
What form of organizational structure will give Michigan a sustainable advantage over its competitors?
The essence of the Council’s organizational recommendations is depicted in the figure below. It includes
both familiar existing entities as well as several that will need to be developed.

= direct reporting line
= formal communication
= informal communication

* Proposed

As Michigan’s tourism industry continues to search for its unique advantages in an increasingly
competitive global marketplace, being organized to more effectively help unify its various sectors and
provide quality experiences for its tourists, can distinguish the state as a leader in a crowded field.
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Organizational Support Objective #1

Develop the leadership and organizational structures needed to grow Michigan
to be one of the top five travel destinations in the nation.
This will:
• Encourage Michigan’s diverse tourism industry to work together synergistically promoting the
state as a destination.
• Encourage the development of standards for local Destination Marketing Organizations
• Enhance organizational structure at the state level that supports local promotional initiatives to
attract out of state visitors.
• Focus on existing product enhancement and encourage new products.
• Assist with the development of industry hospitality training objectives.
• Serve as ombudsman for visitor experiences between Destination Marketing Organizations and
state departments (DNR, MDOT, etc.).
• Provide market research to the Michigan tourism industry.
• Develop coordinated promotional opportunities for the Michigan tourism industry.
• Elevate the status of Michigan’s tourism industry as an important component of the state’s
economy, worthy of the funding necessary to achieve dynamic growth.
Recommendations
•

•

•

•

Strengthen and enhance the current structure of membership to the Michigan Travel Commission
in order to ensure the broadest possible industry representation and input. Toward that end, it is
recommended that, in addition to geographic representation factors, membership on the
commission be selected from names put forward by leading industry associations, as part of the
gubernatorial appointment process.
Convene an annual joint meeting with representatives of the Michigan Department of History,
Arts, and Libraries (HAL); Michigan Department of Agriculture; Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT); Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR); Travel Michigan
(MEDC); and others as appropriate, for the purpose of discussing common issues that impact the
Michigan tourism industry and establishing a common action agenda to positively address those
issues and opportunities. This meeting should be coordinated by the Michigan Travel
Commission. (It is noted that monthly meetings between state departments/agencies have been
taking place as the “Cabinet Tourism Council”, organized by HAL. Thus far, the Travel
Commission has not been involved in these meetings.)
The Michigan Travel Commission should:
o Provide leadership needed to implement the recommendations contained in this
initial plan and for future plan iterations.
o Continue to provide industry feedback to Travel Michigan.
o Provide leadership in organizing an annual Michigan Tourism conference.
o Serve as the organization linking the private and public sectors of Michigan’s tourism
industry.
o Facilitate inter-agency communications and cooperation in support of Michigan’s
tourism industry.
Travel Michigan should, with additional staff and resources, assume primary/lead responsibility
for an industry research “clearing house” and an expanded comprehensive communications
system.
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Organizational Support Objective #2

Develop coordinated, ongoing relationships with the political entities that have
the ability to impact Michigan’s tourism industry.
To achieve that goal the industry should:
• Create or authorize an umbrella organization (e.g., Tourism Caucus) with an elected hierarchy.
Incorporated within the organization will be:
o an administrator/lobbyist to represent industry needs and goals,
o a communications system to keep the membership current on political issues and enable
“call-to-action” when needed,
o a system of coordinated tourism oriented committees throughout the state to assist with
issues both regionally and in Lansing.
• Redefine/realign the priority of tourism and those departments/organizations responsible for its
ongoing planning and development within the current state political model.
Recommendations
Short-Term (6-12 months):
•
•
•
•

•
•

Prioritize a list of the partners in a Tourism Caucus to develop a template for a common agenda
for Michigan Tourism.
Cooperatively articulate a tourism agenda with values as common as possible to all facets of the
diverse tourism industry. This includes but not limited to: tourism promotion funding,
transportation, environment, and return on investment research.
Create an RFP to identify the role and needs of an administrator, a lobbyist, and a public relations
agency to effectively administer the plan.
Employ an individual or firm to be the main contact for the industry in Lansing. The function of this
main contact will be to actively engage in the appropriations process and monitoring of legislative
and regulatory tourism related discussions. It will further educate legislators, regulatory agencies,
local officials, and others on the value, role, and benefits of tourism in Michigan and communicate
back to the industry on relevant issues, alerts, or “calls to action”.
Establish and annual budget of approximately $75,000 to fund the administration, lobbying, and
communication costs. Private source funding will be required to support this program.
Ensure that the Tourism Caucus:
o Be funded by private sources
o Create a “government affairs office” to coordinate relations with elected officials and the
general public

Long-Term (12+ months):
• Examine the relationship of Travel Michigan and the role of the Travel Commission within MEDC.
• Expand the industry’s direct engagement in the political process.
• Establish a long-term funding mechanism necessary to continue the elements of the plan.
• Refine the tourism agenda to build upon the existing plan once both the leadership and
government affairs infrastructure are established.
• Work to ensure that all problems targeted in this plan, including the most complex, receive
attention since competitors will not be able to easily replicate what is accomplished in Michigan.
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Organizational Support Objective #3

Expand the use and effectiveness of collaboration as a tool for achieving the
strategic objectives of Michigan’s tourism industry.
Collaboration creates opportunities to leverage the industry’s diverse assets and resources through:
• sharing information,
• raising awareness of the possibilities for cooperative activity and strategic alliances, and
• creating new or enhancing existing tourism products.
Successful collaboration can result in more effective advocacy and growth within the industry, and greater
benefits for the industry’s stakeholders and customers.
Recommendations
Short-Term Recommendations:
• Establish a Tourism Collaboration Task Force to:
o promote collaboration within the industry,
o explore possibilities for securing incentive funding, and
o encourage new, creative, and effective collaborative activity.
• Make collaborative opportunities more widely known.
• Promote industry-wide knowledge of best collaborative practices via presentations at the annual
tourism conference, regional meetings, and on a readily accessible website.
• Work to reconfigure and revitalize Michigan’s Annual Tourism Conference to include:
o a collaboration theme,
o presentation of “Creative Collaborations Awards”,
o securing the Governor’s direct involvement and support, and
o celebrating industry successes.
Long-Term Recommendations:
• Create more awareness and acceptance to the possibilities for collaboration on multiple levels
including: individual organizations, various sectors both internal and external, geographic regions,
and public and private sector entities.
• Explore opportunities for non-traditional collaborations including other states in the Great Lakes
region and with emerging market segments.
• Establish some industry norm for tourism enterprise front-line staff that will promote both the
welcoming of visitors and encouraging them to extend their stay to experience other Michigan
sites/attractions.
• Expand and strengthen the industry’s relations with government officials to build a broad base of
support for the industry’s values and strategic initiatives.

Organizational Support Objective #4

Build an effective industry communications system for Michigan’s tourism
industry.
The system would be internet based with active (e.g. newsletters) and passive (e.g. websites) tools with
three major components:
• an intra-industry networking/communications subsystem,
• a research “information clearing house” subsystem, and
• an outreach to consumers subsystem.
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Recommendations
•
•
•

Establish oversight/policy responsibility of the system with the Travel Commission.
Identify/secure additional resources, including staff, necessary for management of the system.
Establish a “communications advisory committee” to provide ongoing feedback and
recommendations for improvement. The industry would be responsible for filling those positions.

II. Product Delivery Support
Marketing theory has been dominated for years by the call for organizations, both public and private, to
move from being product and sales focused to being customer oriented. Awareness of the total visitor
experience from the consumer’s perspective is therefore critical.
Understanding the customer begins with research that will help predict future needs. Research also helps
ensure that the state’s resources are being used most wisely in all types of investments and expansions
critical to meet future needs. Next is promotion - communicating to the customer the availability of
products that satisfy their needs. Promotion ranked at or near the top of the most important issues
throughout the planning process. There is broad agreement that increased investment by the state in
promotion is needed and is justified by a positive rate of return in the form of state tax revenues.
However, to achieve the increased investment levels will require sound media strategies and research
results.
Finally, regardless of the quantity and quality of the products that may exist, or how they are promoted,
training is the key to long term success. For all service sectors, including tourism, delivering quality
service is the “holy grail”. The advantages of quality service are nearly universally recognized by all
engaged in the tourism industry, but achieving a high level of quality service can be illusive and
challenging to maintain. This challenge is even more formidable for the tourism industry because the
product/service is a composite of experiences produced by multiple, often independent providers. Even
one bad part of a trip can spoil one’s total experience. Hence, the delivery of high quality service industrywide is imperative for Michigan’s tourism industry to succeed in an increasingly competitive global market.

Product Delivery Support Objective #1

Develop a research and technical assistance system to guide private and public
sector investments to those opportunities that offer the highest rate of return.
To insure this foundation is established, the following will be necessary:
• identify existing research and resources;
• identify the types of data critical for tourism industry decision-making, including statistical
information, market segmentation data, and evaluation of the state’s tourism marketing program;
• establish a data clearinghouse, including recommendations about staffing, location, and
funding;
• develop a communication strategy for disseminating resources, including recommendations
about staffing and funding; and
• acquisition of public and private sector funding for these initiatives.
Recommendations
•
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Develop a central system for gathering and providing critical information to all levels of the
tourism industry involved in investment and marketing decisions.
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•

•

•
•

Assign Travel Michigan the primary leadership role in creating a system of research to support
the Michigan tourism industry. This does not prevent Travel Michigan from calling together a
central research group of the appropriate organizations and individuals to assist in creating such
a system. Additional candidates to form this central group might include Michigan State University
(MSU), and its Tourism Resource Center in the Department of Community, Agricultural,
Recreation, and Resource Studies (CARRS), with outside industry advisors. This group would be
referred to as the Travel Database Group.
Establish of a “Travel Database Group” to:
o Develop a hosted database to disseminate information by making it available to any
authorized partner with an Internet connection.
o Overcome prohibitions against sharing data below the state level by either reworking
license agreements or conducting new research.
o Establish a support system through DMOs to local properties that will provide the data
expertise and analytical ability needed to address specific issues.
o Establish credible benchmark studies of the economic impact of tourism and its affiliate
industries.
o Take a leading advisory role in the creation and execution of advertising and marketing
strategies.
Invest in developing “new and improved” research methods as a criterion in research funding
discussions
Require the “Travel Database Group” to be proactive in conveying the research needs of the
industry to those government agencies, universities and foundations that regularly fund
innovative/theoretical research projects.

Product Delivery Support Objective #2

Increase the level and effectiveness of Michigan’s tourism industry’s
investments in promotion drawing upon research, partnership-building and
collaboration.
The development of this plan should result in:
•
•

•
•
•
•

the establishment of collaborative methods to allow tourism industry members to better promote
the product,
research based decisions to:
o Establish promotional priorities,
o Identify product, audience, and promotional methods, and
o Benchmark against competition,
methods to measure/analyze targets and results,
a better understanding of the industry by the industry,
increased awareness of the interrelationship of industry segments that can lead to enhanced
cooperation and collaboration, and
the development of a strategically balanced paid and earned media approach.

Recommendations
•

•

Develop methods to share information and provide opportunities to market together, whether
organized by a state-run organization, related industry segments, or privately, …some examples
include: Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor’s marketing program; Michigan’s Beach Towns campaign;
American’s Summer Golf Capital; Gaylord Golf; Naturally, Central West Michigan (formally
Manistee Economic Council); Southwest Michigan Tourist Council; Wine Trails; etc.
Research the best practices from this state and others in order to develop ideas and plans for
collaboration and facilitation of partnerships.
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•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Develop a cooperative advertising program that includes paid and non-paid media opportunities
within targeted “retention” and “opportunity” markets.
Identify current and prospective audiences – clearly establish quantitatively who they are, where
they live, how they behave, what their travel habits are, how they gather information, their media
uses, etc. Allow access and customization (by season, by industry, by market segment) at the
constituent level.
Identify our product – utilize research, either primary or secondary, and both qualitative and
quantitative, to better understand what the “Michigan Travel” product is in the consumer’s mind.
What sets us apart? What are travelers looking for that we have? Why should they consider us?
What is the Michigan “Brand” to them? Establish a “baseline” of benchmark awareness and
conversion to increase the validity of future ROI studies.
Acquire a full understanding of the existing perceptions among the key target audience segments,
their intentions, and current behaviors relative to travel, as well as our competitive set for different
travel-related activities and situations. In addition, understand our existing equity as a tourism
destination, and get insight on the key issues and differentiators Michigan has in “inventory”.
Establish research-based criteria for promotional priorities – where are the opportunities for
maximizing ROI. What are the “opportunity costs” of entering new markets?
Develop methods to measure/analyze results – and the metrics necessary to gauge the success
of our media and promotional efforts. Establish and measure specific goals and objectives by
market, target groups, seasonality, and media.
Review best practices of successful states and provinces with similar challenges to better
understand how they promote their travel product and share lessons learned with Michigan’s
tourism industry.

Development of a strategically balanced and synergistic paid and earned media approach that applies
agreed upon metrics to quantify effectiveness.
Long Term Recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop enhanced collaborative marketing methods.
Define both state and private sector co-op needs.
Develop shared and accessible research tools.
Establish research based targets, goals, objectives for all media (paid and non paid).
Include a short term and long term plan for customer retention and research defined opportunity
for future customer/industry growth.
Ensure all media be subject to rigid research based targeting, pre-market testing, stated
campaign goals and objectives with post analysis.
Work to increase the rate-of-return on assessment revenues of local and regional DMOs
(estimated at $35 million) through joint marketing and promotion ventures with a particular focus
on multi-jurisdictional promotion strategies and expanded access to timely research.

Product Delivery Support Objective #3

Expand the delivery of positive experiences to Michigan’s tourists.
A positive visitor experience is the hallmark of a successful tourism industry. It can lead to repeat
business and invaluable word of mouth advertising. A positive visitor experience results when the
different facets of the Michigan tourism industry coalesce to meet and exceed the visitor’s expectations.
Given such influences as technology and Disney-like destinations and attractions, visitors’ expectations
are ever rising. If Michigan is to successfully attract visitors, it must offer experiences that are engaging,
memorable and unique.
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To insure a positive visitor experience, public and private investment must be made in:
• Infrastructure that improve and adds to the visitor experience.
• Education and training of personnel involved in the provision of the visitor experience.
• Innovative methods of packaging and providing tourism goods and services that add value to the
experience.
Recommendations
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a culture of exceptional customer service. This culture begins with a commitment from
the top down and permeates visitor venues throughout the state. It is important to sell the culture
to the industry as well as to the visitor, and to deliver on the promise implicit in the culture’s
message.
Achieve the actualization of a superior service model.
Increase the entertainment value of the visitor experience to better compete with other attractions
and make the experience more engaging and memorable for the 21st century visitor.
Establish a best practices Web site to share and celebrate exceptional visitor experiences.
Enhance all aspects of the environment (setting) which includes the: natural, built, and
institutional (e.g., regulations and laws).
Create a positive image of what Michigan has to offer tourists and support it with communications
that convey Michigan as an attractive vacation destination.
Promote what we have more effectively while also developing products and services of the quality
and types that will allow Michigan to compete more effectively in the future.
Create a viable R&D program to support substantive new investments in tourism-related facilities,
amenities and infrastructure.
Enhance access to existing capital to support existing new product development initiatives.
Engage the industry in supporting the wise stewardship of the resources that attract visitors.
Establish a broad action agenda/strategy that will meet and exceed the broad ranging experience
expectations of customers.

Product Delivery Support Objective #4

Expand delivery of excellent customer service to Michigan tourists.
A coordinated and recognized hospitality/service quality training program should be created and funded.
This program will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

be available for owners, managers, and front-line staff members in all sectors that have a
significant impact on the traveler’s experience,
award personal credentials as well as credentials for the business,
include a continuing education component necessary for owner/managers to retain their
credentials,
incorporate a method where the economic return of such a program can be verified and
documented,
include access to an up-to-date comprehensive database of Michigan travel related attractions
and service providers, managed at the state level, so service provider staff can help market
related travel opportunities to visitors in their area, and
include a mechanism to recruit and retain quality candidates.
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Recommendations
Fundamental Michigan Hospitality Certificate Program:
• Develop a program for all “front line” staff who serve in the food, lodging, travel, recreation, event,
cultural, attraction, and sports businesses. These are seen as general service industries (term of
service is more inclusive than tourism).
• Design a curriculum to cover these key topics within 4 hours: sales techniques and approach
(utilize role playing), courtesy and etiquette, multicultural and ethnic sensitivity, knowledge of
state and regional attractions (each becomes an ambassador for tourism), problem solving for the
traveler, soft skills (i.e. empathy, patience), career pathways, tourism resources.
• Require participants to pass a post-participation exam to earn their certification. Those passing
would be awarded a certificate and lapel pin which would be the recognized credentials for
hospitality service providers.
• Adopt a brand name and message that conveys the value to the visitor/traveler. Promote that
branded message to establish market distinction and to build tourism industry pride.
Owner/Manager Michigan Hospitality Certificate Program:
• Expect owner/managers to know the material in the Fundamental Michigan Hospitality Certificate
Program as well as more advanced topics. Design the curriculum to cover these additional topics
for a total of 6 contact hours: hiring hospitality workers, training and motivating, resources for
managers.
• Require participants to pass a post-participation exam to earn their certification. The credential is
awarded to the manager and allows the business to advertise its designation (i.e. the
campground becomes a member of the program). Additional requirements might include a
minimum number or percentage of the business’s front line workers that must have earned a
hospitality credential.
Both programs would be managed through a central organization, regulated by the tourism industry, with
the training components developed through a proposed statewide Regional Skills Alliance. The RSA
would design and deliver the curriculum with the central organization represented on the board of the
RSA.

III. Fiscal Support
To execute the strategies in any plan, funding is needed. Funding vied with promotion as the most
pressing issue facing Michigan’s tourism industry, and it was also the most vexing issue addressed in the
planning process. There is total industry agreement regarding the need for increased investment,
especially in promotion by the state. Research and evaluation also ranked as very important because of
their perceived value in making better decisions on where to invest promotional funds and demonstrating
the return on that investment. Most importantly, there is wide-spread recognition that all objectives of this
plan require some financial support for successful implementation.
The collective enthusiasm and support for industry-wide action to address its challenges and
opportunities rings loud and clear. Also, it is clear that there is a strong confidence in the industry’s
capacity to come together and make progress toward achieving its goals as outlined in this plan.
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Fiscal Support Objective

Obtain the necessary financial resources to successfully implement the
objectives of this plan in order for Michigan to maximize the economic
potential of its tourism industry.
These resource requirements include $30 million annually from the State of Michigan’s General Fund:
•

To enable Michigan to effectively promote the state and compete for tourism business with our
competitive set of other destinations through national marketing.

•

To support and enhance research efforts to identify and validate appropriate target markets prior
to expansion of the state’s promotion campaign into new markets, and to quantify the return on
investment (ROI) of state promotion expenditures.

The Council believes procurement of the highest possible level of statewide tourism promotion funding
from the State’s General Fund to be paramount in order to be competitive and build market share and
encourages an industry wide coordinated effort to achieve its $30 million support for expanded promotion
from the General Fund.
Recommendations
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicit broad industry participation in a private sector-based, industry-wide effort to increase
tourism promotion funding to $30 million annually, utilizing appropriations from the State’s
General Fund, and to secure such funding without tax, fee, assessment, or surcharge increase.
Advocate for the expansion of the well-designed and creative “Pure Michigan” campaign into new
markets in which research indicates will produce positive results. As resources grow, the
campaign should be expanded to be more inclusive of the full range of quality experiences
Michigan has to offer its tourists.
Encourage all-out, collaborative, unified efforts, similar to successful efforts in passage of
legislation requiring all schools to open after Labor Day, to help attain required plan objectives.
Acquisition of $2 million to address non-promotion related needs as outlined in other Plan
objectives.
Establish new funding opportunities with incentives to stimulate new or expanded product
development.
Ensure that leveraging and increasing the return on current investments is the first priority.
Pursue the development of new relations with potential existing tourism and non-tourism funding
sources and partners so that tourism initiatives receive a fair share of the funds available from
these sources.
Ensure that funding for this plan is sustainable over time, increases as the industry grows and to
counter inflation, and be protected from being siphoned off to non-tourism related purposes.
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Appendix A

Planning Process Model
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Michigan Tourism Industry
Strategic Planning Structure

Interested citizens and organizations
from both public and private sectors that
support tourism planning efforts and will
also benefit from plan implementation.

Michigan Tourism Industry
Issue Work Team
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Appendix B

Plan Project Members
o Tourism Industry Planning Council
o Plan Coordination Team
o Michigan Travel Commission
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Tourism Industry Planning Council Members
Anderson, Bill
Michigan Department of History, Arts
& Libraries
IWT: Visitor Experience (co-chair)

Clingan, Don
Lake Michigan Carferry
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership

Barden, Barbara
Livingston County CVB
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership

Crater, Allen
Stevens Advertising
IWT: Promotion and Media (co-chair)
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation

Bila, Sue
Michigan Festivals & Events
Association
IWT : Funding
Boll, Carol
USDA Forest Service
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Bowen, Cindy
Sheraton Lansing Hotel
IWT : Hospitality Training

Dancisak, Chris
Michigan Historical Museum
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership (chair)
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Davidson, Carol
Benzie County Area CVB
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation
Dean, Kellie
Dean Transportation, Inc./Dean
Trailways of Michigan
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations

Brown, EJ
Michigan Association of Fairs and
Exhibitions
IWT: Promotion and Media
Bukowski, Paul
Small Business Association of
Michigan
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations

Deloney, Andy
Michigan Restaurant Association
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations
Eavou, Carol
Kewadin Casinos
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships

Butt, Dwight
Battle Creek / Calhoun County
Visitor & Convention Bureau
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation
Carrier, Angela
Michigan Lake to Lake Bed &
Breakfast Association
IWT : Hospitality Training
Carroll, Mary
Mount Pleasant Area CVB
IWT : Hospitality Training
Cichy, Ron
The School of Hospitality Business
IWT : Hospitality Training
Cisneros, Marci
Michigan Association of Convention
and Visitor Bureaus
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership

Fogal, Marci
Blue Water Area CVB
IWT: Visitor Experience
Fry, Jim
Meredith Corp./Midwest Living
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation
Gagnon, Karen
Michigan Department of Labor and
Economic Growth
IWT : Hospitality Training
Garbinski, Ron
AAA Michigan
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Goforth, Teresa
Michigan Museums Association
IWT: Visitor Experience (co-chair)
Hladki, Lee
Greater Lansing CVB
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
(co-chair)
Hokans, Gregory
Mackinac State Historic Parks
IWT: Visitor Experience
Huminsky, Millicent
Southwestern Michigan Tourist
Council
IWT: Promotion and Media

English, Frank
Michigan Charter Boat Association
IWT: Promotion and Media

Ingles, Laura
Northeast Michigan Council Of
Governments
IWT : Funding

Feathers, David
Island Resort and Casino
IWT : Hospitality Training

Janes, Patty
Central Michigan University
IWT : Hospitality Training

Ferguson, Tom
Michigan's Sunrise Side Travel
Association
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations

Jones, Linda
Michigan Grape and Wine Industry
Council
IWT: Promotion and Media

Fitzsimons, Peter
Petoskey - Harbor Springs - Boyne
Country CVB
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations (co-chair)
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Jourden-Mark, Camille
Michigan's Adventure Amusement
Park
IWT: Visitor Experience
Keller, Judy Zehnder
Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation (co-chair)
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Kelley, Frank
Michigan Department Of
Transportation
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Kerr, Mary
Ann Arbor Area CVB
IWT : Hospitality Training (co-chair)
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Krupiarz, Nancy
Michigan Trails and Greenways
Alliance
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
Lipe, Jeanne
Michigan Department of Agriculture
IWT: Promotion and Media

Moroz, George
The Henry Ford
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships
(co-chair)
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations
Myers, Lisa
National Park Service, Sleeping Bear
Dunes NL
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership
Nemacheck, Tom
Upper Peninsula Travel &
Recreation Association
IWT : Funding
Pavick, Cathy
Michigan Licensed Beverage
Association
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations (co-chair)

Lobenherz, William
Michigan Soft Drink Association
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations
Locke-Daniel, Debbie
Ypsilanti Area Convention & Visitors
Bureau
IWT: Promotion and Media

Plakmeyer, Brenda
MotorCities National Heritage Area
IWT: Visitor Experience
Purchase, Wayne
Association of RV Parks &
Campgrounds of Michigan
IWT: Visitor Experience

Loveridge, Scott
MSU Extension
IWT : Hospitality Training
MacInnes, Christina
Crystal Mountain Resort
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships

Ridderman, Mary
Kalamazoo County Convention &
Visitors Bureau
IWT : Hospitality Training (co-chair)

MacWilliams, Mickey
Michigan Snowsport Industries
Association
IWT: Collaboration and Partnerships

Roberts, Shirley
Bay Area CVB
IWT : Funding

Maisner, Mike
Michigan Recreation & Park
Association
IWT: Promotion and Media

Rule, Eric
Michigan Retailers Association
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership

Manson, William
Michigan Snowmobile Association
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation

Schroeder, Brandon
Michigan Sea Grant
IWT: Visitor Experience

Moore, Kate
Michigan Golf Course Owners
Association
IWT : Funding

Sheffer, Bill
Michigan Assoc. of Recreational
Vehicles & Campgrounds
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations

Morang, Melissa
Great Lakes Crossing
IWT: Visitor Experience

Shepler, Bill
Shepler's Mackinac Island Ferry
IWT: Visitor Experience
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Sippel, Dan
Booth Newspapers of Michigan
IWT: Promotion and Media (cochair)
Snider, Van
Michigan Boating Industries
Association
IWT: Promotion and Media
Stewart, Pat
Michigan Department of Natural
Resources
IWT: Visitor Experience
Studley, Rich
Michigan Chamber of Commerce
IWT : Funding
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations
Thornquist, John
Grand Rapids Press
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation (co-chair)
Trotochaud, Dan
Baymont Inns and Suites
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership
Van Dommelen, Brad
Traverse City CVB
IWT : Funding
Wendling, Sam
Muskegon CVB
IWT: Public Policy and Government
Relations
Woods, Jacci
MotorCity Casino
IWT: Research and Market
Segmentation
Yarnell, Dave
Naturally, Central West Michigan
IWT: Promotion and Media
Yencich, Steve
Michigan Hotel, Motel & Resort
Association / TICOM
IWT : Funding (chair)
IWT: Industry Organization and
Leadership

Plan Coordination Team Members

Fails, Barb
Michigan State University
PCT Rep. - Hospitality Training
Hert, Richard
West Michigan Tourist Association
Council Liaison
PCT Rep. - Funding
Holecek, Don
Michigan State University
Project Lead

Lorenz, Dave
Travel Michigan - MEDC
PCT Rep. - Collaboration and
Partnerships
PCT Rep. - Promotion and Media

Rummel, Annette
Saginaw County CVB
Council Liaison
PCT Rep. - Public Policy and
Government Relations

Morris, Dave
Travel Michigan - MEDC
PCT Rep. - Research and Market
Segmentation

Smyth, Dave
Travel Michigan - MEDC
PCT Rep. - Visitor Experience
Warnell, Gary
Michigan State University
Project Manager

Peterson, Chris
Michigan State University
Project Consultant

Knudson, Bill
Michigan State University
PCT Rep. - Visitor Experience

Preston, Jerry
Flint Area Convention & Visitors
Bureau
Council Liaison
PCT Rep. - Industry Organization
and Leadership

Langone, Lori
Michigan State University
PCT Rep. - Research and Market
Segmentation

Witter, Scott
Michigan State University
Project Consultant
Zimmermann, George
Travel Michigan – MEDC
Project Consultant

Michigan State University Units Involved:
•
•
•

CARRS Tourism Resource Center
Donald Holecek, Director
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Jeffrey Armstrong, Dean
Department of Community, Agriculture and
Recreation Resource Studies (CARRS)
Scott Witter, Chair

•
•
•

MSU Product Center for ANR
Christopher Peterson, Director
MSU Extension
Thomas Coon, Director
MSU Agriculture Experiment Station
Steve Pueppke, Director

Michigan Travel Commision
(implementation)
Ettawageshik, Frank
Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians

Keller, Judy Zehnder
Bavarian Inn Lodge

Sherer, Susan
Sherer, Inc.

Hayward, Ken
Grand Hotel

MacInnes, Christina
Crystal Mountain

Taylor, Frank
Sweet Georgia Brown

Heidelberg-Yopp, Tanya
Motown Center

Mooradian, Patricia
The Henry Ford

Tebo, Art
Waloon Lake, MI
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Visioning Session/Listening Sessions
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Visioning Session
On May 4th at the Sheraton Lansing Hotel, the 75 member volunteer Council met for the first time to learn
about the planning process, discuss the future of the industry, and identify those areas most critical to its
long term growth and sustainability.
This “knowledge mapping” session was an opportunity for all involved to identify issues, ideas and
concerns that they, as representatives of their organization and the industry, felt should be considered as
the planning process unfolded. Several hundred ideas were captured and categorized into groups. Each
idea was then read aloud and then discussed over the course of the day’s meeting.
At the end of the day’s session, each member was asked to identify three issues they believed
information was 1) unknown and needed attention immediately, 2) known and needed attention
immediately, and 3) known but didn’t need attention immediately. Of the three categories, those that were
identified in categories 1 and 2 were to be considered most critical requiring inclusion in the planning
process. Approximately 250 items were identified in categories 1 and 2. These items were then further
grouped and classified into eight broad issue areas.
Each Council member selected one of the issue areas of which they had interest or felt their expertise
would add value in helping refine the key elements and creating an issue report. This report was to
identify opportunities, challenges and recommended strategies to move the issue forward in the plan.
These “Issue Work Teams” would then convene as needed to assess information gathered throughout
the planning process.
Listening Sessions
Seven “Listening Sessions” were held in the summer of 2006 to gather feedback from across the state on
the most critical issues identified by the Planning Council at the May Visioning Session in Lansing.
Feedback received from these sessions was one of the most important sources of the information used
by the Issue Work Teams in their analysis of the issue areas and generating their reports.
The format for each of these public sessions was consistent and included the following elements: 1)
opening remarks concerning the state of the industry, current challenges, and the rationale for developing
a Michigan tourism industry strategic plan, 2) an overview of the process to be employed in developing
the plan, 3) an introduction to the previously identified issues being addressed by the Council, 4) a
discussion among participants around the critical issues, and 5) an opportunity for participants to “vote” to
establish their perceptions of the relative importance of the issues.
Listening Sessions were held in Iron Mountain (May 12), Sault Ste. Marie (June 1), Battle Creek (July 10),
Dearborn (July 12), Frankenmuth (July 13), Traverse City (July 19), and Alpena (July 20).
Over 250 people attended one or more of these listening sessions. Many of these individuals represented
larger organizations. The schedule for these sessions was announced in the Tourism Resource Center’s
electronic newsletter (Michigan Tourism Business News), in Travel Michigan’s industry e-newsletter, and
in various communications from host area organizations.
Over 25 pages of comments were recorded during these seven listening sessions. They were used by the
Council in preparing their reports and were reviewed again in preparing this plan. At the end of each
session, participants were asked to identify what they believed were the four most important issue areas.
The results from the ranking process are provided in Table A.
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Table A. Listening Session Rankings of the Eight Issues.
Ranking by Total Votes Cast (votes)
Funding (135)
Promotion & General Media (128)
Collaboration and Partnerships (107)
Visitor Experience (103)
Industry Organization & Leadership (89)
Public Policy and Government Relations (85)
Research and Market Segmentation (70)
Hospitality Training (53)

Regional Ranking*
Funding (46)
Promotion & General Media (42)
Collaboration and Partnerships (38) Tie
Visitor Experience (38) Tie
Industry Organization & Leadership (35)
Public Policy and Government Relations (30)
Research and Market Segmentation (25)
Hospitality Training (14)

*Top choice received 8 points, bottom received 1 point. Ties received equal points.
The rankings should only be viewed as a “straw poll” of the industry’s perception of the relative
importance of each issue, but they are interesting. In column one, the issues are ranked by all “votes”
cast by participants in the seven listening sessions. It is akin to the popular vote in a presidential election.
The second column contains rankings based upon regional preferences expressed across the listening
sessions. The rankings of the issues are consistent either way the “votes” were tallied, which indicated a
consensus around the relative importance of the eight issues.
The issues of Funding and Promotion are clearly the top concerns of the industry. This is likely because
they: 1) have been the topic of wide discussion across the industry for some time, 2) are less complex in
nature, and 3) are actions that can produce tangible results in the short term. Despite being more
complex, requiring more time to implement, and a less frequent focus of discussion, the remaining six
issues were all deemed as relevant to include in the plan.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind in assessing these rankings that “votes” were cast before the indepth Council issue reports were available. Hence, the rankings are reflective of “top of mind” opinions
rather than extensive review and consideration of the issues. The imbedded message here is that some
effort will be required to expand industry awareness of the importance of implementing actions to address
issues beyond Funding and Promotion.
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The “Big Eight” Issue Work Team Reports
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Collaboration and Partnership
Funding
Hospitality Training
Industry Organization and Leadership
Promotion and Media
Public Policy and Government Relations
Research and Market Segmentation
Visitor Experience
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“a plan for the industry, by the industry”

Collaboration and Partnership
IWT Report to the Council
November 2, 2006

Section 1: Overview
The Collaborations & Partnerships Issue Work Team (C&PIWT) was co-chaired by Lee Hladki, President
of the Greater Lansing CVB and George Moroz, Special Assistant to the President at The Henry Ford.
The other participating members of C&PIWT are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Dancisak, Michigan Department of History, Arts and Libraries (HAL)
Carol Boll, USDA Forest Service
Carol Eavou, Kewadin Casino
Ron Garbinski, AAA Michigan Living Magazine
Linda Hoath, Sault Ste. Marie Convention & Visitors Bureau
Frank Kelly, Michigan Department of Transportation
Mary Kerr, Ann Arbor Convention & Visitors Bureau
Nancy Krupiarz, Michigan Trails and Greenways Alliance
Dave Lorenz, Travel Michigan
Christina MacInnes, Crystal Mountain Resort
Mickey MacWilliams, Michigan Snowsport Industries Association
Tracy Padot, Greater Lansing Convention & Visitors Bureau
Joan O’Neil, Crystal Mountain Resort

The C&PIWT held two meetings, one on August 30 and the second on October 13, at the Greater
Lansing CVB. Minutes for each meeting were taken by Deb Bough, Greater Lansing CVB, and
distributed to all team members.
The goal of the first meeting was to identify the requirements for and hurdles to successful collaborations
and partnerships within the tourism industry and to draft an Issue Statement that captured those ideas in
summary form. The process employed for this first meeting was for members to brainstorm their ideas in
conversation facilitated by Dave Lorenz. The Issue Statement was then synthesized from the ideas
expressed in that conversation.
To have a common starting point of understanding the IWT adopted the following definition of
‘collaboration’ for their subsequent discussions:
Collaboration: a voluntary and purposeful relationship between individuals, organizations, sectors, or
industries in which all parties involved strategically choose to cooperate in order to accomplish a shared
desired outcome.
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The C&PIWT’s Issue Statement is as follows:
Collaboration can be far more widely and effectively employed by the Michigan tourism industry as a tool
for achieving its strategic objectives. Collaboration creates opportunities to leverage the industry’s
diverse assets and resources through sharing information, raising awareness of the possibilities for
cooperative activity and strategic alliances, and creating new or enhancing existing tourism products.
Successful collaboration can result in more effective advocacy and public policy, a better appreciation of
the industry’s value by the public, continuous improvement and growth within the industry, and greater
benefits for the industry’s stakeholders and customers.

Section 2: Challenges and Opportunities
Following the drafting of its Issue Statement, the C&PIWT next identified a number of barriers to and
requirements for successful collaboration as summarized below.
Barriers to Successful Collaboration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of awareness of and/or access to collaborative opportunities
Lack of trust between potential collaborative partners
Lack of communication
Parochialism
Risk aversion
Lack of “big picture” vision
Inflexibility, unwillingness to change

Corresponding requirements for successful collaboration include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular opportunities for exploring collaborative possibilities
Familiarity with competent and willing partners
Frequent, candid and empathetic communication among partners
Subordination of parochial interests to a greater common good
Willingness to accept shared risk
Broad vision for the industry
Openness to change

Among the other challenges to successful collaboration identified by the C&PIWT was the very nature of
the tourism industry. It is an incredibly diverse industry, and that could be one of its greatest strengths;
however, the team thought that at present, this diversity of product, interest, geography, etc., is regarded
more as a problem than an opportunity.
Another identified challenge was that even where successful collaboration does take place within our
industry (e.g., among CVBs, on-line connection of people and resources through Destination
Management Association International, cross promotion initiatives, etc.), there are few opportunities to
widely share those success stories with others in the industry.
There is also a mind-set challenge operating within this sphere. While the value of collaborating can be in
its ability to generate “win-win” results, industry members need to recognize and accept the fact that
“mutual benefit” does not necessarily mean “equal benefit.” It must also be recognized that the benefits
from a collaboration may be direct or indirect, and may be immediate or realized over a longer period of
time.
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Section 3: Recommendations
The recommendations of the C&PIWT are based on the challenges to and opportunities for successful
collaboration that it had identified, as well as the online comments that responded to the team’s posted
Issue Statement. Those long-term and short-term actionable recommendations are as follows.
Long-Term Recommendations:
Michigan’s tourism industry must be cognizant of and open to possibilities for collaboration on a number
of different levels. Successful collaboration can occur between individual organizations, various sectors
within the industry (e.g., hotels and cultural attractions), various associations within and outside the
tourism industry, between geographic regions, between the tourism industry as a whole and other
Michigan industries (e.g., education and health industries), and between various elements of the tourism
industry and public sector entities (e.g., MI Departments of Agriculture, Natural Resources, MDOT,
History Arts & Libraries, etc.). [time frame: begin now; ongoing]
We should also actively explore opportunities for non-traditional collaborations (e.g., vacation rental
home/cottage proprietors and realtors, active recreation enterprises and community health agencies,
etc.), and possibly, collaborations with other Great Lakes States tourism agencies and enterprises (i.e.,
work on collaborative strategies, like multi-state park passes, to promote the Great Lakes region as a
multi-destination, multi-state travel opportunity for those living outside the region). [time frame: begin
now; ongoing]
We should also ensure that in considering collaborative opportunities, we recognize the potential of
partnering with new, emerging market segments, like birding, kayaking, family reunions, environmental
tourism, etc. [time frame: begin now; ongoing]
Establish some industry norm for tourism enterprise front-line staff that will promote both the welcoming of
visitors to a particular site and the proactive encouragement of those visitors to extend their Michigan
experience by visiting other Michigan sites/attractions. [time frame: within next 1-2 years]
Expand and strengthen the industry’s relationships with state, county and local government officials,
particularly cabinet and department heads at the state level, building a broad base of public sector
support for the industry’s value and strategic initiatives. [time frame: begin now; ongoing]
Short-Term Recommendations:
Establish a Tourism Collaboration Task Force to promote, stimulate and monitor collaborative activity
within Michigan’s tourism industry, and to explore possibilities for securing incentive funding from the
public (e.g., MEDC) and private sectors (e.g., Kellogg Foundation) to encourage new creative and
effective collaborative activity. [time frame: within next 1-2 years]
Make more widely known to industry members existing collaborative opportunities, like Travel Michigan’s
Cooperative Marketing Program designed to encourage smaller communities to pool marketing funds that
can then be matched by Travel Michigan marketing dollars. [time frame: urgent; begin now; ongoing]
Promote industry-wide knowledge of best collaborative practices. Have a Tourism Collaboration Task
force call for and collect case studies that can be presented at an Annual Tourism Conference, in regional
tourism meetings, and on an industry accessible web site. [time frame: within next 1-2 years]
Work to reconfigure and revitalize Michigan’s Annual Tourism Conference. Specifically: infuse the theme
of collaboration throughout the conference’s set of schedule activities; provide formal and informal
opportunities at the conference for potential industry partners to meet and explore collaborative
opportunities; extend invitations to the conference to an identified set of non-traditional, but potential
collaborative partners; recognize and celebrate the industry’s success stories of collaborations with an
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annual “Creative Collaborations Awards” segment at the conference and make a big deal out of it—it
should be the annual “can’t miss it” highlight of each year’s event (think of it along the lines of an
Academy Awards model); secure funding from the public and/or private sectors needed to enhance the
conference to attract the kind of audience it generated in the 1980s; secure the Governor’s direct
involvement and support for the event (e.g., rename the conference as the Governor’s Annual
Conference on Tourism in Michigan); the conference should not only be an educational forum, but also a
terrific (and widely noticed) annual party that celebrates the industry’s many successes. [time frame:
within next three years as funding for enhancements will nee to be identified & secured]
Budget Implications:
We have not assigned any specific dollar costs for implementing the recommendations listed above. The
long term recommendations will likely require the investment of time and energy of people from within the
industry, but no significant hard cash costs.
For the short-term recommendations, there may be some costs associated with hiring a grant
researcher/writer to help secure funding for an incentive pool that could be used to reward, support and
promote creative collaborations and some relatively minor expenses for organizing and hosting regional
forums at which possibilities for collaboration can be discussed and explored. Likely the largest budget
expenditure would be for funding to enhance the annual tourism conference as described above and to
support the proposed “awards” program that would become a focal point for that annual event.

Section 4: The Process
Strengths of the process (thus far):
The visioning process was helpful in identifying industry priorities with regard to developing a strategic
plan. A lot of good and smart people from diverse segments of the industry have been actively
involved—that’s particularly true of the C&PIWT—and are willingly investing their time, expertise and
experience in helping develop an actionable plan. That’s a tremendous resource to have behind this
effort.
Weaknesses (thus far):
Still no official participation by the Metro Detroit CVB; they need to be involved.
Some lingering slight suspicion that the information that the work teams are developing might in its final
output be reshaped into a more “academic” document by the Planning Council.
Some question about whether the industry will be able to organize and sustain itself given the diverse
self-interests, goals and missions of the many independent organizations who compose it.
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“a plan for the industry, by the industry”

Funding
IWT Report to the Council
November 2, 2006

Section 1:

Overview

The members of the Funding Issue Work Team began deliberations with a face-to-face meeting held at
the Michigan Hotel, Motel & Resort Association’s Lansing office on August 30th. Two additional meetings
were convened in MHMRA’s offices on September 18th and October 9th with members attending both in
person and via conference call. Through the course of these meetings, an issue statement was
discussed, drafted, revised and approved.
Participating members of the Issue Work Team included:
Steve Yencich - Chair, Michigan Hotel, Motel & Resort Association
Sue Bila, Michigan Festivals & Events Association
Laura Ingles, Northeast Michigan Council of Governments
Kate Moore, Michigan Golf Course Owners
Tom Nemacheck, Upper Peninsula Travel & Recreation Association
Rich Studley, Michigan Chamber of Commerce
Brad Van Dommelen, Traverse City Convention & Visitors Bureau
Rick Hert, (West Michigan Tourist Association, PDCT Liaison)
Our discussions covered a broad range of related topics including:
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•

Michigan’s tourism industry is the second/third largest industry in the state and has a great impact
on the state’s economy.

•

Collectively Michigan tourism businesses pay millions of dollars in income, property and Single
Business taxes. IWT team members thought it would be helpful to quantify these amounts.

•

The industry already contributes approximately $35 million in self-imposed hotel taxes and
assessments to fund the destination marketing efforts of CVBs, tourist bureaus, and other
destination marketing organizations, (DMOs). This is a level more than over 2.5 times greater
than the temporary $13.2 million for FY 07 and FY 08, and almost 6 times greater than the
existing, fixed, appropriation of $5.7 million from the General Fund.

•

We believe a compelling argument can be made that the State should consider matching this
level of funding on an annual basis to support implementation of the excellent Pure Michigan
campaign on a dramatically expanded basis and, that the state should increase funding for this
purpose without tax increases.

•

Some attempt should be made to quantify the amount of money spent by tourism business on
their own individual advertising/marketing budgets, as this would serve to further illuminate the
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industry’s commitment to state, destination, and tourism business marketing on behalf of the
private sector.
•

It would be helpful if legislators could be presented with the cumulative amounts of property,
income, & SBT taxes, along with industry-imposed assessments & bed taxes paid to fund DMOs,
as well as estimated tourism business advertising/marketing budgets.

•

Such amounts are likely to be comparable to taxes paid by our state’s agricultural and
manufacturing industries, but Michigan’s tourism industry receives none of the tax subsidies,
abatements, incentives and budget outlays provided by state government to agriculture and
manufacturing.

•

A brief discussion was held regarding the possibility of a statewide hotel assessment or tax being
imposed with MHMRA being legislatively identified as the organization responsible for collection
and expenditures.

•

It was pointed out that because over 70% of tourism is generated by Michigan taxpayers, a selfimposed excise tax would not be well-received by Republican majorities in the House and
Senate. In addition, MHMRA has a long-standing position opposing such an approach.

•

Funding IWT members also discussed the Funding Issue Discussion Paper supplied by the
Planning Coordination Team, (PCT). General observations included that it was a well-written and
comprehensive examination of the three potential means by which the state’s tourism promotion
program might be funded, including the New Tax Option, the General Fund Option, and the
Industry Assessment Option.

•

Concern was expressed with the discussion paper’s inclusion of a possible gas tax increase.
Based upon knowledge of the entities involved, it was believed that such approach would be
extremely controversial. In addition, because allowable uses of gas tax revenues are explicitly
defined in Michigan’s Constitution, utilization of gas tax revenue for tourism promotion would be
strictly unconstitutional.

•

The Funding IWT recognizes the critical nature of increased promotion funding for tourism as a
paramount issue for the state. Furthermore we believe that an increase in promotion funding will
result in an increase in tourism revenues for private industry that will lead to additional investment
from the private sector for product improvement and development. Recognizing tourism
promotion as a paramount need for our state, the Funding IWT has selected this issue as the
primary focus for our component of the plan.

Based on our collective knowledge and experience in the appropriations process, it was our opinion that
no arguments could be made for expenditure of General Fund monies for purposes other than state
destination marketing. Indeed, the authors of the Funding Issue Discussion Paper recognized this when
they wrote:
“ … the Planning Council identified issues other than increasing the state’s investment in promotion that it
deemed important to the sustainable development of Michigan’s tourism industry. Unlike investment in
promotion, the returns on these other investments are not as immediate or as easy to quantify. Thus, it
will be more challenging to garner GF monies to support these other needed investments.”
As a result, the Funding Issue Work Team originally struck language from the draft statement authored by
MSU’s Gary Warnell which included:
“Funding-2) to support and enhance research efforts important to the industry
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3) to enhance training of tourism business staff and owners
4) to support new product development and existing product enhancement.”
However, at the request of the PCT, the Funding IWT included language encouraging other IWTs to seek
funding from existing state and federal grants, along with solicitation of private sector sources to provide
resources necessary to explore implementation of their objectives.
The final approved Funding Issue Statement is as follows:
Funding Issue Statement
Michigan’s tourism industry generates over 17 billion dollars in economic activity for our state and must
have the financial resources required to maximize its economic importance and sustain its development
and competitiveness in the tourism market regionally, nationally and globally.
These resource requirements include $30 million annually from the State of Michigan's General Fund:
1. To enable Michigan to effectively promote the state and compete for tourism business with our
competitive set of other destinations through national marketing.
2. To support and enhance research efforts to identify and validate appropriate target markets prior
to expansion of the state’s promotion campaign into new markets, and to quantify the return on
investment (ROI) of state promotion expenditures.
The industry's strategic plan shall encourage involvement of tourism industry employees, representatives
and customers in a statewide, private sector-based, grassroots effort to increase public opinion, editorial
board, media, and legislative support for increased tourism promotion funding without tax, fee or
surcharge increase.
The Funding Issue Work Team believes procurement of the highest possible level of statewide tourism
promotion funding from the State's General Fund to be paramount and strongly supports $30 million in
state tourism promotion funding to be competitive and to build market share.
We recognize the need for other financial resources devoted to other specific issue areas (i.e. hospitality
training, research); in fact, ROI research is covered in #2 above. We encourage those IWTs to utilize a
combination of existing state/federal grants and solicitation of private sector sources to provide the
financial resources necessary for implementation of their objectives.

Section 2:

Challenges and Opportunities

As expected, most of the challenges identified relate to how best to fund statewide tourism activities. In
the process of deliberations on development of the Funding Issue Statement, these challenges were
identified and addressed including:
Industry Assessment Approach
There is absolutely no industry support for a broad-based industry self-assessment approach to generate
sufficient monies to fund Travel Michigan. Last year, TICOM created a special task force to explore such
an approach. Without exception, representatives from a variety of tourism industry segments indicated
their members and/or Boards would strongly oppose such an approach.
In addition, the political complexities entailed in the development and passage of legislation to create a
broad-based assessment mechanism, seems to present more in the way of obstacles and controversy
than actual revenues. In fact, very few states have pursued such an approach. The Funding Issue
Discussion Paper authored by PDCT members correctly points out that:
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“…only one state has gone down this path, California, and their process took a full year to implement, and
only raised $8 million. It was very complicated to design and execute, and has raised little in funding from
a much bigger tourism industry than Michigan’s.”
So while no support exists for a broad-based approach, singling out an individual segment to bear the
entire burden for state tourism promotion funding would present equally difficult challenges. More
importantly, such an approach would destroy the industry unity forged in recent years as a wide array of
industry organizations and business operators came together:
•

in 2003 to stave off proposed budget cuts of 30% in funding for Travel Michigan;

•

in 2005 when the industry united to pass Post Labor Day School legislation and again;

•

later that same year, to successfully push for amendment to the 21st Century Jobs Fund
legislation which provided for the one-time placement of $15 million in tourism promotion funding.

Imposition of New Industry Taxes
Similar to above, no segment of Michigan’s tourism wishes to volunteer for new government taxation of
their customer base. As noted previously, lodging properties have taxed and assessed guests to fund the
destination marketing activities of Michigan’s network of CVBs and tourist bureaus. It is estimated that
nearly ¾ of a billion dollars have been generated by such taxes/assessments since these programs were
established in the early-to-mid 1980s. But neither restaurants, hotels, nor Michigan’s rental car industry
support the imposition of new taxes to fund tourism promotion, nor do we think it likely other industry
segments will volunteer for such new taxes.
Increases from Michigan’s General Fund
Seeking dramatic increases in appropriations without tax increase is a bold and audacious goal that
presents its own unique set of challenges. We must compete with other special interests for a much
larger slice of a very limited State budget. We are pushing for such an objective in an era of dwindling tax
receipts and tax cuts.
Pursuit of such an objective will be arduous and time consuming. It will be an effort that will be measured
not in months, but in years. It’s important to remember that it took 16 years for Travel Michigan’s budget
to drift from 7th largest nationwide, to 31st largest in 2005. Accordingly, it will take a period of years of
concerted, collaborative effort on the part of our industry to make progress toward this challenging goal.
We must continue to benchmark the ROI of such expenditures, and if success is realized, research
should drive the gradual expansion into new markets. Legislators, taxpayers and indeed, the industry
itself, all deserve and will likely demand increased accountability for such expenditures.
It was agreed that the pursuit of dramatic increases in tourism promotion funding, without tax increases,
presents the best opportunity and greatest potential to generate the degree of industry unity,
collaboration, and grassroots support necessary to achieve such a bold objective.

Section 3:

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Strategic Plan call for broad industry participation in an private sector-based,
industry-wide effort to increase tourism promotion funding to $30 million annually, utilizing appropriations
from the State’s General Fund, and to secure such funding without tax, fee, assessment or surcharge
increase.
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The industry should advocate for the expansion of the well-designed and creative “Pure Michigan”
campaign into new markets in which research indicates will produce positive results. As resources grow,
the campaign should be sequentially expanded to include Michigan’s three primary travel seasons to
market tourism activities and support tourism businesses that operate in summer, fall, and winter. The
industry should push to expand the Pure Michigan campaign to promote cultural tourism, and attract
national and regional convention business, thereby benefiting urban restaurants, attractions and lodging
properties.
Attaining such objectives will require an all-out, collaborative, unified effort similar to successful efforts in
passage of legislation requiring all schools to open after Labor Day.
There is a sense of urgency to these efforts as only one year remains before the balance of the one-time
placement of $15 million in promotion funding is expended and Michigan returns to the original budget
allocation of just $5.7 million.
MHMRA has created a coalition similar to Parents for Family Vacations, (PFFV) which proved to be
instrumental in the passage of Post Labor Day School legislation. The coalition’s name is the Tourism
Improving Michigan’s Economy, (TIME) Coalition. Eighteen major trade and tourism organization have
joined TIME including the State Chamber, Michigan Association of CVBs, Michigan Restaurant
Association, TICOM and others.
The association has requested and received proposals from three top public relations/advocacy firms to
represent MHMRA and TIME as we pursue the coalition’s objectives. MHMRA has established a
tentative budget for the TIME Coalition which, depending on which public relations firm is retained will
range from $48,000 to $60,000 per year. In addition to these budgetary needs, MHMRA will be
committing a minimum of $45,000 per year of in-kind contributions in the form of staff lobbying,
administrative/ accounting support and full application of the resources of our multi-client lobbying firm of
Muchmore, Harrington, Smalley and Associates.
It is anticipated that the TIME Coalition will be in operation for a period of three years. Again, it took 16
years of industry and legislative neglect for funding to drift down to $5.7 million; it will take a minimum
period of three years of concerted effort to dramatically increase those funding levels. The template for
success is there. We’ve done it before and can do it again … if we stick together.

Section 4:

The Process

The initial visioning process aided the discussions of the work group. It provided an overview of issues of
interest to the participating representatives of the industry. Further information was generated from
reviewing comments made at the regional meetings. In addition, the deliberations of the Funding Issue
Work Team resulted in a broad exchange of emails, phone calls and meetings with members of other
IWTs, as well as with representatives from MSU, Travel Michigan, members of the Travel Commission,
numerous trade groups, and the members of the Planning Development Coordination Team.
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Hospitality Training
IWT Report to the Council
November 2, 2006
SUMMARY
The team believes that service quality could become a competitive market advantage for Michigan, and a
point of distinction that could be marketed to out of state travelers. It recommends a coordinated,
statewide, hospitality training program at two levels: 1) a basic certificate program offered to front-line
service providers who would become certified as individuals. 2) an advanced certificate program offered
to owner/managers who would become certified as businesses.
As part of the communications and promotion message for the Michigan tourism industry, the hospitality
training initiative should be tied into the branding campaign. Industry participation would be voluntary, but
those businesses earning the distinction would be eligible to display the branded icon and promote
themselves as participants. The designation might be called “Michigan Hospitality” (just an example title).

Key Objectives:
• To provide a great Michigan visitor experience, leading to repeat visitors and competitive
advantage in attracting out of state travelers.
• To develop an in-state sales force for promotion of area attractions/ secondary sales.
Team Members:
Mary Kerr, Ann Arbor CVB (Co-Chair)
Mary Ridderman, Kalamazoo CVB (Co-Chair)
Barb Fails, MSU Product Center (Planning Team liaison)
Mary Carroll, Mt. Pleasant CVB
Karen Gagnon, Cool Cities, Michigan DLEG
Scott Loveridge, MSU Agricultural Economics
Cindy Bowen, Sheraton Lansing Hotel
Angela Carrier, Michigan Lake to Lake Bed & Breakfast Association
Ron Cichy, MSU School of Hospitality Business
David Feathers, Island Resort and Casino
Patty Janes, Central Michigan University

Section 1:

Overview

There is considerable importance placed on service quality within the tourism industry, driven by the
traveler’s demand for a positive overall visitor experience and the competition among destinations for the
travel dollar. We heard this at our March planning meeting, at each of the regional listening sessions,
through the website feedback forum, and across a number of other Issue Work Teams’ reports. We also
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heard some people mention the need to elevate the professionalism of their sectors. Others talked about
the need to recruit talented people to the hospitality industry.
As a point of clarification, the team suggested that this initiative target all in the service industry, rather
than focus on the tourism industry. The intention is to broaden, rather than narrow, the field. The
promotional program should reflect that goal to be more inclusive.
There are nearly 10 million residents in Michigan, with a significant portion of them working in some
service related job. In Washtenaw County alone, there are 5,700 jobs in the hospitality area (hotels,
attractions, transportation, a portion of retail), representing 3% of the work force. There is an enormous
potential population of service providers in the state who would be eligible for this training program.
Building on the 2006 Detroit super bowl training program, Get in the Game, the World is Coming, the
team considered the elements of that training program that led to its success. The program has become
the impetus for a 7 county Regional Skill Alliance (RSA) that specifically identifies tourism as a key
workforce development area. Its success can be attributed to the broad participation across tourism
sectors (transportation, hotel/motel, attractions, sporting events) and the leadership and financial
resources of Michigan Works!
Other hospitality training programs that informed our recommendations included the successful programs
at Disney, the Ritz Carlton, Destination Marketing Association International, and the city of Indianapolis
Work Statement:
Excellent customer service should be a hallmark of Michigan tourism. A coordinated and recognized
hospitality/service quality training program should be created and funded. This program will:
• Be available for owners, managers and front-line staff members in all sectors that have a
significant impact on the traveler’s experience,
• Award personal credentials as well credentials for the business,
• Include a continuing education component necessary for owner/managers to retain their
credentials,
• Incorporate a method where the economic return of such a program can be verified and
documented,
• Include access to an up-to-date comprehensive database of Michigan travel related attractions
and service providers, managed at the state level, so service provider staff can help market
related travel opportunities to visitors in their area, and
• Include a mechanism to recruit and retain quality candidates.
Components of the IWT statement emerged from these beliefs:
• An integrated, state-wide hospitality training program would significantly elevate the quality and
standardization of the tourism service industry.
• A high standard of service quality would improve the customer experience, leading to repeat
travelers and positive public relations for the tourism industry.
• Many sectors within the tourism industry share a common set of skills necessary to provide
quality customer service; from this core we would find the elements of a basic curriculum
applicable to service providers in attractions, sporting events, transportation, conventions,
hotel/motels, recreation, and restaurants.
• A professional hospitality designation would help create a more professional image of the tourism
service industry, thus leading to promotion of career options to recruit qualified employees.
• A sustainable program must include continuing education (beyond the initial credentials). This
also provides an opportunity to stay in communication with certificate program participants,
providing a structured statewide network. The network could be used for advertising (sponsors to
subsidize the program costs), intra-state promotion of seasonal travel events, industry news,
career opportunities, etc.
• To succeed, the Michigan Hospitality program must have commitment from owner/managers who
realize an economic benefit for participating in the program. To know this, we need a research
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•
•

base so the impact can be quantified. A component of that program must include customerfeedback and assessment of the service quality they experienced when traveling.
As an additional incentive, and opportunity for industry recognition, the Michigan Hospitality
program should include recognition of achievements (individually and by business) and
celebration of excellence.
The Michigan Hospitality program should be centralized, coordinated, and managed by an
organization that represents the tourism businesses.

Section 2:

Challenges and Opportunities

Opportunities:
• As a means of differentiation in the marketplace, a better trained work force could distinguish the
Michigan travel experience from that of other regions. We know of no other state with a
hospitality training certificate program, state wide and industry wide.
• The program could expand our sensitivity to diversity, multiculturalism, and promote more unique
destinations and travel purposes (i.e. cultural tourism). We have an opportunity to influence how
visitors are served.
• A statewide training program presents an opportunity to create a (hospitality related) branded
message that conveys value to an out of state traveler.
• Personal and business recognition of training program participants could motivate adoption of the
program. Much like the AAA awards program, we have an opportunity to recognize outstanding
hospitality performance and promote those businesses who excel. That could be connected to a
visitor survey; we collect data on the visitor experience and recognize excellent service providers
for awards program).
• Within the network of certified hospitality workers, there is an enormous opportunity for intraindustry communications and continuing education. A better informed service force would
function as a powerful referral and sales team for Michigan tourism businesses.
• A more skillful worker adds to the business’s bottom line. There should be direct economic
benefits to employers for having their staff certified.
• If that is true, research should be able to quantify the economic impact of a statewide certificate
program.
• We may actually enhance the ability to recruit seasonal workers if they know they will earn
credentials, and if the service industry image becomes more professionally aligned.
• The branding message of the Michigan Hospitality program should be integrated with the branded
message of the statewide tourism campaign (i.e. Pure Michigan).
• As part of the communications message, we could drive visitors to a common website (i.e.
MichiganHospitality.org). On that website, the visitor can access the quality of the service
received (our service awards program), write and read about actual travel experiences (the blog),
and learn about travel packages/events (what they can find now on Travel Michigan’s site). This
advertising message serves the industry on more levels than is currently available. It also opens
a direct communications channel to the customer, giving us candid feedback for product/service
development and target marketing. With heavy traffic to the website, advertisers could sponsor
the website and subsidize the marketing costs. High achieving businesses (those with Michigan
Hospitality program alumni) could earn special designations (i.e. like AAA gold level) that
distinguish them from the competition and reward them economically for supporting the program.
• The Michigan Hospitality program could be part of the high school curriculum, improving the
industry’s access to qualified entry-level service providers and recruiting young people to careers
in tourism and hospitality.
• Link certified hospitality workers to one another through an online newsletter. Use this
opportunity to promote jobs, education, industry news, events, and one another. This could
become a unifying tool, a point of pride in what they do and the state they’re working in.
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Challenges:
• Consensus on the need for, and elements of, a certificate program (topics, emphasis, credentials)
would be difficult, especially within a fragmented industry, and without consensus the program
would have little value. Businesses must promote the program for it to succeed.
• A central management organization is needed to coordinate the program; one doesn’t currently
exist.
• Promotion across and within the broad tourism industry is necessary to promote the training
program to businesses and service employees. This is expensive. A more limited sector could
be defined to initially launch the program (i.e. lodging, attractions), with later expansion to allied
sectors as the program grows (i.e. ski resorts, specialty restaurants).
• Communication across and within the broad tourism industry (and within geographic regions) is
necessary to know what destinations and services to promote to travelers for more intra-Michigan
travel commerce. Local and regional knowledge of area attractions must be communicated,
centralized, updated, and used. This requires central coordination and would be expensive to
keep current.
• Small businesses may lack willingness, and ability, to pay for training programs and to cover
release time for staff. Owners need financial incentives to invest in training programs.
• Summer workers, students, seasonal, and part-time workers would be difficult to reach and train
because of turnover and short term employment terms.
• Nonprofit organizations (i.e. museums, gardens) would need to find other financial resources and
incentives to participate in the program.

Section 3:

Recommendations

We recommend an initial core program and subsequent consideration of more specialized, advanced
programs.
Fundamental Michigan Hospitality Certificate program (NOTE: this is just an example name)
• Develop a program for all “front line” staff who serve in the food, lodging, travel, recreation, event,
cultural, attraction, and sports businesses. These are seen as general service industries (term of
service is more inclusive than tourism).
• Design a curriculum to cover these key topics within 4 hours: sales techniques and approach
(utilize role playing), courtesy and etiquette, multicultural and ethnic sensitivity, knowledge of
state and regional attractions (each becomes an ambassador for tourism), problem solving for the
traveler, soft skills (i.e. empathy, patience), career pathways, tourism resources.
• Require participants to pass an exam afterwards to earn their certification. This credential would
award a lapel pin and a certificate. It would be a recognized credential for service providers in
hospitality areas.
• Adopt a brand name and message that conveys the value to the visitor/traveler. Promote that
branded message to establish market distinction and to build tourism industry pride.
Owner/ Manager Michigan Hospitality Certificate Program:
• Expect owner/ managers to know the material in the Fundamental Michigan Hospitality Certificate
Program, then add more advanced topics. Design the curriculum to cover these additional topics
for a total of 6 contact hours: hiring hospitality workers, training and motivating, resources for
managers.
• Require participants to pass an exam afterwards to earn their certification. The credential is
awarded to the manager and allows the business to advertise its designation (i.e. the
campground becomes a member of the program. We may want to require that a minimum
number of front line workers are similarly designated).
Manage both programs through a central organization (a new Michigan Travel and Tourism
organization?). It should be managed and regulated by the travel and tourism industry itself.
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Develop the training components through a proposed state wide Regional Skills Alliance (RSA). This
organization would design and deliver the curriculum. The (new) Michigan Travel and Tourism
organization should be represented on the board of the RSA.

Budget

A. Instructional Program Components
It is suggested that this portion of the initiative would be led and financed through public
resources, as part of workforce development (state and federal, in partnership with local
perhaps). Consider potential grants from Community Foundations, Center for Regional
Excellence awards, MEDC, Michigan Community Service Commission, MSHDA,
Michigan’s 21 Century Jobs Fund, and sponsors (i.e. arts councils, airlines).
Phase 1

Program Development
Perhaps 2 years or more.
Apply for public funds to create a statewide RSA for hospitality. The RSA would be
responsible for creating the curriculum, resource materials, and certification exams. Limit
class sizes so participants can spend some time role playing, networking. Offer classes
in person rather than online to build communications skills and to network.
Ask CVBs and Chambers to augment programs with information of local attractions.
They should be utilized for local promotion (customization) of the classes, and
identification of local components of the curriculum. Some of the components of the
program should emphasize major statewide tourist attractions and state historical facts.
Create an advisory board to evaluate and continually improve the program.
We envision an electronic bank of test questions that would randomly rotate. Participants
could take the exam at any public library, logging into the RSA’s website. The library
would verify the identity of the test-takers.

Phase 2

Program Management
Ongoing, after launch.
Once the curriculum is developed, the RSA would select instructors, schedule and teach
the program, and monitor the exams. They could set the program fees to cover all direct
and indirect costs so the program would be self-funded by those earning the certificates
(likely the owners of the businesses who send their employees). At this phase the
program should become self supporting (break-even, nonprofit), with participants and
their employers paying enrollment fees to cover costs.

B. Tourism Industry Promotional Components
This portion of the initiative should be developed and managed by the industry itself, for
the industry. There is economic opportunity here for businesses to capitalize on the
quality of the training program, impacts on service quality, and the recruiting of young
people to the industry.
Phase 1

Promotional Development

Perhaps 2 years.

Develop the campaign to sell the program to businesses in the industry. Sell the program
through association and industry meetings. Create the awards and recognition
programs. Develop the website that the marketing program will direct visitors/customers
to. Develop the branding message for the state, tied into the general tourism messages.
Develop additional market opportunities by creating study guides, flash cards, DVDs,
branded merchandise. Develop a database to monitor credentials and continuing
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education credits. Find sponsors and advertisers. We don’t have a budget summary for
this section.
Phase 2

Promotional Management

Ongoing, after launch.

These management costs could be offset by revenue from the sale of related products,
and from advertisers. Those potential revenues were not included in the budget.
Administrative staff

Contractual

State Program Director
PR and Salesperson
Web Administrator
Program Assistant

1.0 FTE
1.0 FTE
1.0 FTE
1.0 FTE

120,000
80,000
50,000
25,000

$275,000

40,000
60,000

$100,000

40,000
50,000
10,000

$100,000

Total ongoing operating

$475,000

Newsletter/ web design/ writer
Marketing program

Administrative support Travel, Professional Memberships
Office, utilities, supplies, equipment
Recognitions and awards program

Consider this expense an investment in the industry that should generate a profitable
return.

Section 4:

The Process

Positive:
• The core of team members was committed to, enthusiastic for, and knowledgeable about
hospitality training. We worked well together. Team members followed through on commitments.
• Meetings rotated among team member offices, so we got to know each other better
professionally.
• We met at least 5 times in person and by conference call. Members could always participate via
conference call. Notes were circulated after meetings. In the interim we communicated by Email.
• Gary Warnell did an excellent job keeping IWTs informed and coordinating activities among the
IWTs via the biweekly Planning Team meetings.
• The listening sessions provided a solid base for the team to build on and were inclusive.
• Notes were always accessible on the Tourism website.
Needs Improvement:
• Only half of the assigned members of the IWT participated. If they had, a more diverse
representation of the tourism industry would have broadened the perspective of the team.
• Since each IWT proceeded at a different pace, and not all shared much about their deliberations,
there was a communications vacuum among the 8 IWTs until near the end of the project.
• We proceeded under the guideline that we could rely on other IWTs to help with specific elements
of the recommendations (as related to that IWT’s topic assignment; i.e. funding, research,
organization IWTs). If this was incorrect, then we didn’t use our time or resources wisely.

Prepared by Barb Fails, IWT liaison.
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Industry Organization and Leadership
IWT Report to the Council
November 3, 2006
Section 1:

Overview

The members of the Industry Organization and Leadership Issue Work Team began deliberations in a
meeting held at the Michigan Historical Museum in Lansing on September 7. Two additional meetings
were convened in Flint, hosted by the Flint Area Convention and Visitors Bureau. At the subsequent
meetings, the issue statement was approved and recommendations deliberated upon.
Participating members of the Issue Work Team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Dancisak, Michigan Historical Museum (Chair)
Lisa Myers, Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore-NPS
Dan Trotochaud, Baymont Inns and Suites of Mackinaw City
Don Clingan, Lake Michigan Carferry
Eric Rule, Michigan Retailers Association
Marci Cisneros, Michigan Association of Convention and Visitor Bureaus
Barb Barden, Livingston County Convention and Visitors Bureau
Steve Yencich, Michigan Hotel, Motel and Resort Association
Jerry Preston, Flint Area Convention and Visitors Bureau

The approved issue statement is as follows:
Michigan must develop the Leadership and Organization to grow Michigan’s travel industry to be
one of the top five travel destinations in the nation. Effective leadership will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage Michigan’s fragmented travel industry to work together synergistically promoting the
state as a destination.
Encourage the development of standards for local Destination Marketing Organizations.
Enhance organizational structure at the state level that supports local promotional initiatives to
attract out of state visitors.
Focus on existing product enhancement and encourage new products.
Assist with the development of industry hospitality training objectives.
Serve as ombudsman for visitor experiences between Destination Marketing Organizations and
state departments (DNR, MDOT, etc)
Provide market research to the Michigan travel industry.
Develop coordinated promotional opportunities for the Michigan Travel Industry.
Elevate the status of Michigan’s travel industry as an important component of the state's
economy, worthy of the funding necessary to achieve dynamic growth.

At the September 7th and 28th meetings, discussion took place on several items related to the
organizational structure of the industry, especially the infrastructure of state government’s tourism
program.
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Travel Michigan—discussion centered on where Travel Michigan should be housed within state
government.
Travel Commission – there was discussion as to the Travel Commission being an advisory board vs. a
policy making board.
Coordination Between the Public and Private Sectors—there was discussion as to expanding TICOM, or
the creation of a similar entity to represent a broad cross-section of the industry for the purpose of
coordinating action on critical issues and lobbying activity as needed.

Section 2:

Challenges

Most of the challenges identified during work group deliberations relate to political or governmental action.
The recommendations of the work group were ultimately developed as incremental changes designed as
initial steps toward addressing identified concerns.

Section 3:

Recommendations

•

Membership of the Michigan Travel Commission be strengthened and structured in order to
ensure the broadest possible industry representation and input. Toward that end, it is
recommended that, in addition to geographic representation factors, membership on the
commission be selected from names put forward by leading industry trade associations, as part of
the gubernatorial appointment process.

•

The Michigan Travel Commission convene an annual joint meeting with representatives of the
Michigan Departments of History, Arts and Libraries (HAL); Michigan Department of Agriculture;
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT); and the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources (DNR); for the purpose of evaluating common issues that impact the Michigan travel
industry, and establishing a common action agenda to positively address those issues.

Budget
The specific recommendations of the work group do not have budgetary implications. However, it is
implied in the work group statement that Michigan must have an overall budget that is competitive with
promotional expenditures of the other states in the top tier in order to be competitive.
Time Frame for Implementation
Legislative action would be required to implement, by statute, the recommendation of the work group
regarding the composition of the Michigan Travel Commission. However, the sitting Governor could, if in
agreement, begin to implement the recommendation immediately with the next gubernatorial
appointments to the commission. The commission could implement the second recommendation as one
of its action items.

Section 4:

The Process

The initial visioning process aided the discussions of the work group. It provided an overview of issues of
interest to the participating representatives of the industry. Further information was generated from
reviewing comments made at the regional meetings.
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Promotion and Media
IWT Report to the Council
November 1, 2006

Section 1:

Overview

The Promotions and media issues work team (PMIWT) was co-chaired by Allen Crater, Stevens
Advertising and Dan Sippel, Booth Newspapers Inc. The other members of the committee are:
David Yarnell, "Naturally, Central West Michigan."
Millicent Huminsky, Southwestern Michigan Tourist Council
Van Snider, Michigan Boating Industries Association
E.J. Brown, Michigan Association of Fairs and Exhibitions
Debbie Locke-Daniel, Ypsilanti Area CVB
Captain Frank English, Michigan Charter Boat Association
Linda Jones, Michigan Grape and Wine Industry Council.
Mike Maisner, Michigan Recreation & Park Association
Jeanne Lipe, Michigan Department of Agriculture.
Dave Lorenz, Travel Michigan
The PMIWT held two meetings, one on August 25th at Stevens Advertising offices in Grand Rapids and a
second on October 23rd at the Booth offices in Grand Rapids.
Background
Promotion is one of the four major “P’s” of the marketing mix. While understanding the internal and
external constraints of the marketing environment, the goal is to make decisions that center the four P’s
on the customers in the target market in order to create perceived value and generate a positive
response.
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While the importance of promotion is paramount, its interdependence on the other three elements of
product, price and place cannot be understated. Promotion is the “end of the process”; it is the
communication with the target audience about the benefits of the other three P’s. That being said,
effective promotion can only take place when the other three elements are in alignment for the target
market. For purposes of the summary we have made some assumptions about product, price and place.
Issue Statement:
Tourism is a key driver of the Michigan economy. An effective and cost efficient general promotion and
media plan requires appropriate funding, research, partnership building, collaboration and a vision to
increase travel and tourism in the State of Michigan. The development of this plan should result in:
•
•

•
•
•
•

the establishment of collaborative methods to allow tourism industry members to better promote
the product,
research based decisions to:
o establish promotional priorities,
o identify product, audience and promotional methods, and
o benchmark against competition,
methods to measure/analyze targets and results,
a better understanding of the industry by the industry
increased awareness of the interrelationship of industry segments in an effort to remove barriers
leading to cooperation and collaboration, and
the development of a strategically balanced paid and earned media approach.

Section 2:

Challenges and Opportunities

Challenges:
• The tourism industry within Michigan is fragmented, with many competing goals and agendas.
There is the potential for dilution of message and duplication of efforts, rather than a unified,
coordinated approach. The Michigan tourism industry has established “mini-kingdoms” rather
than understanding that “a rising tide lifts all ships”…in other words, the success of the whole will
lead to the success of all of the various entities that make the whole.
•

“We don’t know what we don’t know.” In many cases we are making decisions about significant
promotional investments with little, insufficient, or non-specific research. There are sufficient
gaps in our understanding of the target market, the Michigan tourism product as a whole, the
pricing implications, and the place (how we deliver the product to the customers).

•

Additionally, while there is an abundance of existing data and information, it is not known by the
constituents within the industry, nor is it in a form that they can easily use or customize, due to
licensing or accessibility issues.

•

Diversity of travel product leads to difficulty in marketing messages.

Opportunities:
• Benchmark against competition that have similar circumstances, - what are successful states
doing?
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•

The establishment of collaborative marketing methods that would allow tourism industry members
to better collectively promote the product.

•

Invest in research that will allow the Michigan travel industry (both globally and on an individual
basis) to make informed decisions within all areas of travel and tourism (product, price, place and
promotion). Provide accurate, accessible and “customizable” Michigan travel data to the
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constituents within the travel industry. Measure the success of our efforts, allowing us to
measure and demonstrate significant ROI, before investing valuable resources.
•

A well researched, planned and executed promotion and media plan can deliver

•

significant ROI to the state of Michigan and those within the travel industry.

Section 3:

Recommendations

•

We need to develop methods, whether organized by a state-run organization, related industry
segments, or privately, to share information and provide opportunities to market together…some
examples include how Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor market together, Michigan’s West Coast,
America’s Summer Golf Capital, Gaylord Golf, Manistee Economic Council, Southwest Tourist
Council, Wine Trails, etc. We recommend researching best practices from this state and other
effective states in order to develop ideas and plans for collaboration and facilitation of
partnerships.

•

Develop a cooperative advertising program that includes paid and non-paid media opportunities
within targeted “retention” and “opportunity” markets.

•

We need to identify our current and prospective audiences- clearly establish quantitatively who
exactly our audiences are, where they live, how they behave, what their travel habits are, how the
gather information, what are their media uses, etc. (PRIZM or other?). Allow access and
customization (by season, by industry, by market segment) at the constituent level.

•

We need to identify our product - utilize research, either primary or secondary, and both
qualitative and quantitative, to better understand what the “Michigan Travel” product is in the
consumers mind. What sets us apart? What are travelers looking for that we have? Why should
they consider us? What is the Michigan “Brand” to them? Establishing a “baseline” of
benchmark awareness and conversion will increase the validity of future ROI studies.

•

We need a full understanding of the existing perceptions among the key target audience
segments, their intentions and current behaviors relative to travel, as well as our competitive set
for different travel-related activities and situations. We also need to understand our existing equity
as a tourism destination, and get insight on the key issues and differentiators Michigan has in
“inventory”.

•

We need establish research-based criteria for promotional priorities – where are the opportunities
for maximizing ROI and what is the current customer ROI. What are the “opportunity costs” of
new markets?

•

We need to develop methods to measure/analyze results, - how will we gauge the success of our
media and promotional efforts? Calls to an 800 number? Web traffic? Click-thru’s? A longitudinal
benchmark study of the “aware non-triers” and “loyalists” for changing brand perception, intent to
use, etc? Specific goals and objectives by market, target groups, seasonality and media need to
be established and measured.

•

Assign a team to review and or meet with agencies from successful states with similar challenges
(Texas, Oregon, Florida etc.) to better understand how they are collectively promoting their travel
product and provide a synopsis with selected key thoughts and/or recommendations that can be
accessed by the entire industry.

•

The development of a strategically balanced paid and earned media approach. – as an industry,
we need to develop a two-pronged attack; we need both a paid media effort and an “earned
media” (PR) effort. Advertising can go a long ways, but we can stretch our budget, expand our
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geography and provide credibility to our story if it fits hand in hand with an earned media strategy
and effort.
Budget:
A paid promotional effort will require investment and predict results based on substantial data including
ROI, conversion rates and pre an post market penetration. The total cost of a promotion /media program
is determined based on the targeted markets, levels of retention and opportunity markets, objectives of
the campaign and at a more tacit level, the media choices made. It would be premature of this committee
to determine the costs of attainment without the empirical structure described in this document, and
reinforced by the research committee document, in place to create the premise of the campaign.
The PMIWT would recommend funding of a campaign to remain at a level to keep Michigan in the "Top
Ten" State Tourism budgets in the country.
Timing:
The PMIWT would recommend that the timing would be determined by the funding to the research area
to adequately identify and target markets based on the parameters outlined in the Research IWT and the
PMIWT.
Article I.
Long Term Recommendations:
1. Collaborative methods to a market
2. Define both state and private sector co-op needs
3. Shared and accessible research tools
4. Research by based target, goals, objectives for all media (paid and non paid)
5. Define the global relationship between current customers, economically and strategically.
Include a short term and long term plan for customer retention and research defined opportunity for future
customer/industry growth.
6. All media should be subject to rigid research based targeting, pre-market testing, stated campaign
goals and objectives with post analysis.

Section 4:

The Process

Strengths of the Process –so far
The industry needs to be involved in the unilateral discussion and sometimes, arguments, over the
direction and objectives of the industry in the state. The process is serving as a well-meaning catalyst to
these dialogs. Diverse segments of the industry involved, and fully engaged in the strategic process will
create understanding and deeper appreciation of the full extent of the industry.
Weakness of the Process-so far
Clearer understanding of the entire process, agenda and specific timeline are lacking.
The strategic process needs to be adhered to by the IWTs. The need to have clear, objective thinking, for
the good of the entire industry, with needed discussions of potential paths and outcomes. This is currently
not the case with all of the IWTs.
Stronger moderation of an adherence to the process is needed to move forward.
Will the industry be able to organize and sustain the process without “pre-determined” outcomes, given
the diverse self -interests, short-term fixes and multitude of organizations involved?
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Public Policy and Government Relations
IWT Report to the Council
November 4, 2006
Section 1:

Overview

The Public Policy and Government Relations Issue Work Team discussed background information
regarding the project and expectations. A timeline based upon short-term vs. long-term concepts was
identified at the Team meeting held in October. The make-up of the Team consisted of Co-Chairs Peter
Fitzsimons, Petoskey-Harbor Springs-Boyne Country CVB, Cathy Pavick, Michigan Licensed Beverage
Association and the following Team members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

William Lobenherz, Michigan Soft Drink Association
Matt Groen, Michigan Restaurant Association
George Moroz, The Henry Ford
Bill Sheffer, Michigan Association of Recreational Vehicles & Campgrounds
Rich Studley, Michigan Chamber of Commerce
Sam Wendling, Muskegon CVB
Paul Bukowski, Small Business Association of Michigan
Kellie Dean, Dean Transportation, Inc./Dean Trailways of Michigan
Tom Ferguson, Michigan’s Sunrise Side Travel Association
Annette Rummel, PCT Liaison, Saginaw Valley CVB

Issue Work Statement
State, regional and local politics affect all industries in Michigan. It is therefore critical that the tourism
industry have a coordinated ongoing relationship with those political entities that impact it’s growth and
long term importance to the state’s economy. To achieve that goal the industry should:
•

Come together under an existing or new umbrella organization with an elected hierarchy.
Incorporated within the organization will be:
•
•
•

•

An administrator/ lobbyist to represent industry needs and goals,
A communications system to keep the membership current on political issues and
enable "call-to-action" when needed,
A system of coordinated tourism oriented committees throughout the state to assist
with issues both regionally and in Lansing.

Redefine/realign the priority of tourism and those departments/organizations responsible for its
ongoing planning and development within the current state political model.
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Section 2:

Challenges and Opportunities

The challenge is that if Tourism is to call itself an ‘industry’ then it should have a mutually agreed
upon platform (mission/agenda) giving it a common ‘voice’ in the cluttered political and bureaucratic
arena. What has been historically consistent is the perception by legislators that the Tourism Industry
‘isn’t organized’ or ‘can’t get their act together’ – until recently, our ability to ‘rally the troops’ has been
abysmal. But we are at a unique point in our history where there is a convergence of successes and
failures that can propel the stature of Tourism as an ‘Industry’ solidly into the future. Those include:
•
•
•
•

the unification of efforts to preserve the minimal funding levels for Travel Michigan
the success of the Uniform Post Labor Day bill
the effort to secure a $15 million allocation to the state promotion budget, and
the cataclysmic change in the Michigan, lifeblood, manufacturing sector.

Prominence in the political and administrative arena is ours to lose if we don’t act decisively.
We believe that complexity invites gridlock and would hope that the elements of this and other IWT’s
plans reflect simple applications that will engender meaningful results.
We believe that the collective wisdom of the state-wide association partners within this strategic
planning process combined with the similar tourism related members of MSAE, TICOM and TIME
coalitions should convene a caucus to undertake the process of developing a common agenda for
Michigan Tourism. Furthermore we suggest that these groups serve as the representative leadership
and continue to meet on a periodic basis to update/monitor such agenda.

Section 3:

Recommendations

Short-term (6-12 months):
•

Examine potential revenue sources to support current recommendations

•

Work together with the Industry Organization IWT to prioritize a list of the partners in the Tourism
Caucus to develop the template for a common agenda for Michigan Tourism.

•

Cooperatively articulate a tourism agenda with values as common as possible to all facets of the
diverse tourism industry. This includes, but not limited to tourism promotion funding,
transportation, environment, and return on investment research.

•

Create an RFP to identify the role and needs of an administrator, a lobbyist and a public relations
agency to effectively administer the plan.

•

Employ an individual or firm to be the main contact for the industry in Lansing. The function of
this main contact will actively involve themselves in the appropriations process and monitoring of
legislative and regulatory tourism related discussions. They will further educate legislators,
regulatory agencies, local officials and others on the value, role and benefits of tourism in
Michigan and communicate back to the industry on relevant issues, alerts or ‘calls to action’.

•

We estimate that the annual cost of this program will be approximately $75,000 to fund the
administration, lobbying and communication costs.

Long-term (12 + months):
•
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Examine the relationship of Travel Michigan and the role of the Travel Commission within MEDC.
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•

Move from an advisory position to political action such as candidate evaluation, candidate
development and PAC development for contributions to both local and statewide pro-tourism
candidates and initiatives.

•

Establish a long-term funding mechanism necessary to continue the elements of the plan.

Section 4:

The Process

The basic ‘talking points’ for the committee was drafted by the co-chairs and distributed to the committee.
The committee convened at a meeting in Lansing (with one member on phone conference) and worked
out the basic principals of the plan. The elements were further validated and finalized via email
correspondence.
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Research & Market Segmentation
IWT Report to the Council
November 3, 2006
SECTION 1 - OVERVIEW:
This Issue Work Team met in person a total of five times between July 27 and October 17, 2006 at
locations in Frankenmuth, Thompsonville, and East Lansing. Meeting hosts included: Bavarian Inn
Restaurant and Lodge, Crystal Mountain Resort, and Michigan State University.

Team Co-chairs:

John Thornquist – The Grand Rapids Press
Judy Zehnder Keller – Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge

Other Team Members:

Dwight Butt – Battle Creek/Calhoun County VCB
Allen Crater – Stevens Advertising
Carol Davidson – Benzie County Area CVB
Jim Fry – Meredith Corporation/Midwest Living
Bill Manson – Michigan Snowmobile Association
Jacci Woods – MotorCity Casino

Other Contributors:

Jim Engel – Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge
Annette Rummel – Saginaw County CVB
Rick Schmitt – Crystal Mountain Resort
Bobbie Sommer – Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge
Kristin Williams – MotorCity Casino
Michael Zehnder – Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge

Planning Team Reps:

Lori Langone – Michigan State University
Dave Morris – Travel Michigan/MEDC

We had extensive discussions about the types of research data required for critical tourism industry
decision-making; reviewed an exhaustive collection of existing research reports; talked in length about the
need for a central data clearinghouse and repository; and discussed a variety of methods that could be
utilized to disseminate travel-related data and information in an expeditious, concise, and user-friendly
manner.
We developed an issue statement to describe the focal areas of our recommendations to the Planning
Council. It follows on the next page.
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Issue Statement
A foundation in quality research and focused market segmentation should be a hallmark of
Michigan tourism industry development. To insure this foundation is established, the
development of the following categories will be necessary: 1) Identification of existing research
and resources; 2) Identification of the types of data critical for tourism industry decisionmaking, including statistical information, market segmentation data, and evaluation of the state’s
tourism marketing program;
3) Establishment of a data clearinghouse, including recommendations about staffing, location,
and funding; and 4) Development of a communication strategy for disseminating resources,
including recommendations about staffing and funding.
We decided early on that we wanted our recommendations to be reflective of sound reasoning and to
include a suggested plan for implementation, thereby increasing the possibility of greater support and
ultimately improving the probability of achieving funding consideration. At our second meeting, the team
decided that in order to keep our efforts moving forward, a quorum would not be required to make
decisions. In the course of our work we heard the following statements and questions, among others:
•

“Research should be an accountable procedure.”

•

“Research should be scientifically founded, and we need to think about whom to entrust with
collecting and reporting data.”

•

“Maybe it’s time for a fresh look at what we need and a fresh start.”

•

“Travel Michigan’s research mostly focuses on analyzing Michigan.org. Travel Michigan does not
do research to support Michigan’s tourism industry.”

•

“Tailoring our marketing around demographics and PRIZM segmentation data is not working for
us.”

•

“The way things are oriented right now is a disservice to the industry.”

•

“I am interested in calculating economic impact without spending a fortune.”

•

“MSU’s tourism center is dissolving due to retirements, lack of funding, etc.; they’re where I go
when I need research data.”

•

“I’ve come to the conclusion that competing with nearby cities is no longer going to work for us;
instead we’ve been working together this past year.”

•

“Research is only good if you use it.”

•

“Knowing how to use data is what’s important; getting more money is what’s important… for
businesses, for promotion, and for research.”

•

“Motivational research is important; what do vacationers want?”

•

“How do we know if research is accurate and applicable? Where should we look for data?”

•

“Which demographic segments (of travelers) prefer which regions of the state?”

•

“We have a need for ongoing research.”

•

“What are the impacts of tourism jobs?”

•

“The data should all go into a database or information system that is accessible.”

•

“Travel Michigan is the only state agency representing tourism. Who is looking out for my
livelihood?”
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The team concluded that the following diagram is a good representation of how research data are applied
to critical decisions made by the tourism industry.

Destinations
and
Tourism businesses

What do we need to know? Do we know what we need to know?

Research to answer those questions

Make decisions based upon research

Staffing
and
Training

Development
and
Investment

Promotion
and
Marketing

Evaluate effectiveness

Share results
and
Make adjustments

At a subsequent meeting we focused on identifying: 1) who would use a Michigan tourism research
database, 2) how could that database be made accessible, 3) what would it contain,
4) what could users expect, and 5) how much might it cost. It was agreed that the database should
contain both quantitative and qualitative data. Best practices and reports should also be contained in the
database. It should be possible for users to extract meaning out of the database to help them actually
make actionable decisions, and the system should be developed so that users do not need to be
computer or database experts in order to extract functional data. Perhaps users should also have access
to an expert (or experts) for times when they need assistance extrapolating or interpreting data.
Next, the team viewed a demonstration of how a managed database might be used by tourism
businesses and destinations. The following questions about data and research findings were considered:
Where should it stored? Who should have access to it? Who pays for it? Who owns it? How do we
share licensed databases? How can we share some of our proprietary information? How can research
work for all of us around the state? We also discussed issues related to a clearinghouse; accessibility;
interpretation, assistance, and analysis; and primary research.
Next we outlined a database profile to support the Michigan tourism industry’s marketing and
development needs. It is detailed in Section 3 of this report.
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SECTION 2 – CHALLENGES and OPPORTUNITIES
One of the key challenges related to data collection for Michigan tourism has been that, in the past, much
of the research conducted by the state has been oriented toward planning and evaluating the
effectiveness of marketing programs conducted by Travel Michigan. That research has included the
purchase of licensed databases, campaign effectiveness studies, and return-on-investment (ROI) studies.
While some of this research has some value to the Michigan tourism industry, that value is limited
because of the perspective of the research. Entirely new research and databases related to tourism
would need to be created to be of direct benefit to the industry.
Another challenge in the tourism industry is the lack of expertise in conducting and applying research
findings to local marketing efforts. Most Michigan DMOs (destination marketing organizations (i.e., CVBs:
convention and visitor bureaus, and regional tourist associations)) have little or no expertise in these
areas and require additional assistance in interpreting and applying information to their programs. As a
result, the simple availability of data is generally not sufficient support for most communities.

SECTION 3 - RECOMMENDATIONS
DMOs and properties making investment decisions in Michigan often lack the marketing information
needed to guide those decisions. While research and analysis by the state guides Travel Michigan’s
strategies and various studies and databases are in common use by specific industry groups, such as
lodging, a number of issues prevent similar support from reaching regional or local investors.
The Research and Market Segmentation Issue Work Team recommends a central system of gathering
and providing critical information to all levels of the tourism industry involved in investment and marketing
decisions. We further recommend that Travel Michigan should have a primary leadership role in creating
a system of research to support the Michigan tourism industry, as it is the only organization with an
overall involvement in all aspects of the industry. However, this does not prevent Travel Michigan from
calling together a central research group of the appropriate organizations and individuals to assist in
creating such a system. Nor does it prevent Travel Michigan from contracting with the appropriate entity
to deliver this service.
In addition to Travel Michigan, additional candidates to form this central group include Michigan State
University (MSU), and the Travel, Tourism and Recreation Resource Center (TTRRC) in the Department
of Community, Agriculture, Recreation and Resource Studies (CARRS) at MSU, with outside industry
advisors. Once assigned, this group hereafter referred to as the Travel Database Group will:
1. Develop a hosted database that will democratize the information by making it accessible to any
authorized party with an Internet connection.
2. Overcome prohibitions against sharing data below the state level by either reworking license
agreements or conducting new research.
3. Establish a support system through DMOs to local properties that will provide the data expertise
and analytical ability needed to address specific issues.
4. Establish credible benchmark studies of the economic impact of tourism and its affiliate
industries.
5. Take a leading advisory role in the creation and execution of advertising and marketing
strategies.
Following are the components of a database profile that we recommend to support marketing and
development decision-making by Michigan’s tourism industry.
I.

Economic impact data
A. Total sales
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B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Tax collections
Direct employment
Direct employee earnings
Real estate and supplies investments
In-state advertising investments
Multiplier effects on community and state

II. Best Prospect Identification
A. Segmentation models
1. Traveler profiles, including:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Date when trip started by day, month and year
Day trip started and day trip ended
Length of trip and length of stay
Destination
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Distance traveled
Accommodations types used
Activity profiles
Trip purpose profiles
Modes of transportation used
Party composition
1)
2)
3)
4)

k.

By trip
By travel party size
By travel party make-up
By household

Demographics of household
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

l.

By state
By MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Area) census region code
By designated market area (DMA)
By country in Michigan
By country

Household make-up
Age profiles
Occupation profiles
Income
Lifestyle and life stage profiles
Race/ethnicity
Educational levels

Household location
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Origin DMA
Origin MSA
Origin state
Canadian origin travelers
Origin country

m. Past travel behavior
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n. Volume data
1) Person trips
2) Person nights
3) Day trips
B. Expenditure models
2. Traveler profiles, including:
a. Spending profile detail
C. Audience estimates
D. Economic projections
E. Campaign tracking
III. Media and Marketing Metrics
B.
C.
D.
E.
IV.

Promotional opportunities
Anticipated response rates
Return on investment (ROI) model
Campaign summary

Secondary Data Sets
A. Studies and reports conducted by other tourism businesses and organizations
B. Databases from governmental sources
C. Purchased data sets from private suppliers

Recommended guidelines for the database include:
•

The software tool associated with the database should allow for the construction of specific queries
into the database. The tool should allow for ad hoc inquiries or for complex reports. Skills needed to
make inquiries should be minimal, requiring only the knowledge of standard tools normally used for
databases (i.e., Excel, Access, etc.)

•

Sample sizes should be sufficient to conduct analysis at the county level.

•

Sample sizes should be sufficient to conduct trending analysis for major variables.

•

Data should be current—no more than 12 months from the time of the actual travel.

•

The only costs of the database itself should be associated with actual acquisition of the database.

•

There should be no licensing issues in applying findings to the Michigan tourism industry.

•

A team of research experts who can quickly respond to industry inquiries should be available to assist
industry stakeholders with analysis and data delivery.

•

A team of experts should produce regular, periodic reports focused on industry performance and
based on data in the database.

•

The experts should have the ability to make interpretations of the meaning of the data and to make
recommendations for actions based on the findings.
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•

More work will need to be done to best identify how to communicate to industry stakeholders that this
database exists, including instructions for accessing and using it.

The table below includes budget estimates for implementing the recommended database and supporting
research objectives.

Year 1

Total Budget: $900,000

a. Creation/purchase of a traveler profile database.

$300,000

b. Access to secondary data, memberships, etc.

$100,000

c. Research center-related staffing and administration.

$500,000

Ongoing (Subsequent to Year 1)
a. Ongoing maintenance of travel profile database.

$200,000

b. Access to secondary data, memberships, etc.

$100,000

c. Research center-related staffing and administration

$500,000

SECTION 4 – THE PROCESS
At this time, our team has no recommendations for future planning initiatives.
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“a plan for the industry, by the industry”

Visitor Experience
IWT Report to the Council
November 2, 2006

Section 1:

Overview

The visitor experience team is comprised of the following individuals:
Bill Anderson, Michigan Department of History, Arts and Libraries (Chair)
Teresa Goforth, Michigan Museums Association (Vice Chair)
Gregory Hokans, Mackinac State Historic Parks
Bill Shepler, Shepler's Mackinac Island Ferry
Melissa Morang, Great Lakes Crossing - Taubman Centers, Inc
Brandon Schroeder, Michigan Sea Grant
Marci Fogal, Blue Water Area CVB
Camille Jourden–Mark, Michigan's Adventure Amusement Park
Brenda Plakmeyer, MotorCities National Heritage Area
Pat Stewart, Michigan Department of Natural Resources
Dave Smyth, Travel Michigan
Bill Knudson, Michigan State University
The visitor experience begins with the process of planning and arranging the destination trip and ends
when the person(s) returns home and includes the totality of the experience encompassing what the
location tries to manage and what is out of its control. The marketing message is part of the experience –
it sets the expectations. Key elements of the visitor experience include, but are not limited to the quality
of service provided, products consumed, physical and emotional engagement the venues, and memories
formed.
A positive visitor experience is the hallmark of a successful tourism industry. It can lead to repeat
business and invaluable word of mouth advertising. A positive visitor experience is the result of all the
different facets of the Michigan tourism industry working together to meet and exceed the visitor’s
expectations. Given the influence of technology and Disney, the bar of visitor experience expectation has
been raised. If Michigan is going to be competitive in attracting visitors, we must offer visitor experiences
that are engaging and memorable. In order to insure a positive visitor experience, public and private
investment must be made in:
1. Infrastructure that improves and adds to the visitor experience.
2. Education and training of personnel involved in the provision of the visitor experience.
3. New and creative methods of packaging and providing tourism goods and services.
This issue statement was generated in an attempt to capture all the aspects of the visitor experience as
well as the realization that customers have become more aware of tourism alternatives and have
developed higher expectations of tourism goods and services.
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Section 2:

Challenges and Opportunities

Situation Analysis
As part of its mission the visitor experience team completed an analysis of perceived strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). In the case, strengths are internal aspects of the
Michigan tourism sector that are positive attributes for the development of the industry. Weaknesses are
internal aspects of the Michigan tourism sector that need to be improved and retard the development of
the industry. Opportunities are forces that foster a positive environment for the Michigan tourism industry
and threats are outside forces that create challenges for the industry.
Strengths
1. Good product-need to translate into experience
2. Great Lakes –coasts (recreational, cultural-maritime)
3. Available access
a. Lighthouses
b. Boat launches
c. Inland lakes
d. Accessible water falls
e. Rivers
4. Affordable
5. Rich variety of possible experiences and many historical locations
a. Mines
b. Autos
c. Cultural
6. Variety seasons
7. Outstanding golf
Weaknesses
1. Don’t do enough for women
2. Don’t do enough to attract out of state tourism
3. Need to broaden products to attract outsiders
4. Lack of research on outside markets and niche markets
5. Cultural experiences too passive and too static
6. Experiences may not be competitive with other states’ offerings
7. Underdeveloped opportunities/authentic; e.g., underground railroad
8. Not always ready for visitors. Tend to think of experience through our own eyes
9. instead of visitors eyes.
10. Difficulty of getting from place to place (especially long drives).
11. Lack of support for people interested n the outdoors and other experiences but who are
beginners in these activities.
12. Don’t do enough for minorities/and non native English speakers
13. Lack of integration of destinations
Opportunities
1. Friendly people
2. Increase in the value of the Canadian dollar has led to an increase in Canadian tourism.
3. Increase in the number of Germans.
4. Technology
a. Wireless internet
b. Virtual tools
c. Research on niche markets.
5. Integrate the visitor experience (e.g. culture and natural resources).
6. Increase the variety of experience/make the transfer of experience easier.
7. Increase the demand through exceptional product and enhanced marketing.
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Threats
1. Border issues
a. Time it takes to cross the bridge
b. Passport requirements
2. Difficult economic situation/lack of a sustaining marketing budget for statewide promotion.
3. Price of gas/difficulty of getting from one place to another.
4. Global warming
a. Lack of snow in the winter.
b. Fluctuating lake levels
5. Competition from other locations.

Section 3:

Recommendations

There are several recommended ways that Michigan can significantly improve the visitor experience:
1. Establish a culture of exceptional customer service.
This culture begins with a commitment from the top down and permeates visitor venues throughout
the state. It is the modus operandi of the people who provide the service. It incorporates a service
philosophy of exceeding customer expectations. A service culture is an attitude. This also includes
the development of a distinct theme and perhaps identifying a spokesperson to promote that theme.
It is important to sell the culture to the industry as well as to the visitor, and to deliver on the
promise implicit in the culture’s message.
2. Achieve the actualization of a superior service model.
A model that this recommendation advocates includes four components: delivery, selling, guest
and theme. These crucial elements must be integrated in order to be effective. Identifying best
practices, training all service providers and obeying the culture are prerequisites to success.
Successful venues practice the culture – you can touch and feel it.
3. Make the visitor experience more engaging and memorable.
Throughout the country there is a rapidly emerging new paradigm focused on providing more
hands-on, interactive and memorable visitor experiences. Although education is core, we must
increase the entertainment value of the visitor experience if we are to attract the 21st century visitor
and compete with other attractions.
4. Establish a best practices web site to share and celebrate exceptional visitor experiences. Travel
Michigan or Michigan State University could develop a standard best practices format and host a
searchable site.
5. Enhance the environment (setting).
This includes establishing a vision for the state. There are three aspects of the environment:
natural, built and institutional. The natural environment is perhaps what Michigan is most known
for: lakes, woods, hunting, fishing, snowmobiling, and other activities that are related to the natural
resource assets the state possesses. The built environment refers to the state’s infrastructure
(roads and parks), golf courses, trails, cultural attractions and other facilities. We also have an
institutional environment shaped by regulations and laws. Michigan’s visitor environment can be
enhanced in numerous ways through our stewardship, maintenance, development and improved
way finding.
6. Create an image of what Michigan has.
Our desired image is what we are, what we represent and what makes us unique. Our image is
reflected in our brand.
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In order to create a culture and improve the tourist environment a practical plan of action must be in place.
This plan needs to consider both the individual and the industry, and ownership of the plan by the industry
is very important. The first step is to identify the stakeholders of the plan. Focus groups and other methods
of data collection can be used to determine the current culture and methods that would be effective in
enhancing the culture and environment to enhance the visitor experience. Additional information is needed
on what constitutes the visitor experience and what tourists are looking for in a travel destination. Although
the realization of some of our goals will surely take many years, we need to begin in earnest expecting to
make a significant impact within three years.
Article II.

Budget

Training for improving customer service and the visitor’s experience with the attraction. One methodology
we recommend is to train and certify a cadre of trainers who would then be available to train the
employees of various tourism businesses and venues. An annual budget of $60,000 with the state
providing the cost of training the trainers and a 50 percent incentive to encourage the local
business/venue investment in a training program is needed.
Highway and corridor infrastructure improvements – The recent design and construction of a number of
bridges by the Michigan Department of Transportation demonstrates the potential impact of these
structures and how the beautification of strategically located roadways using flowers and landscaping and
regularly mowed grass can enhance the image of our state. States like Texas and Virginia offer strong
examples of how infrastructure assets cause positive and lasting impressions. There is also a need for
improving way finding aids to help visitors find our many attractions. Hopefully more transportation funds
can be prioritized for this kind of infrastructure enhancement.

Section 4:

The Process

We tried to accommodate participation by using a combination of in person and conference call
connections for those located a considerable distance from Lansing. Likewise we made regular use of
email to solicit input and reaction as we crafted various pieces of the report. Through this process we
completed our primary charge yet fell a little short on defining action steps that would implement our
proposed goals.
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Appendix E

Plan Sponsors
It is only as a result of the generous support provided by the Plan Sponsors
that the first-ever Michigan Tourism Strategic Plan has become a reality.
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Plan Sponsors
Organizations
AAA Michigan Ì
Alpena CVB z
Ann Arbor Area CVB z
Battle Creek / Calhoun County VCB 
Bavarian Inn Restaurant and Lodge z
Bay Area CVB z
Benzie County Area CVB z
Blue Water Area CVB z
Booth Newspapers of Michigan 
Campit Outdoor Resorts/Saugatuck Weekends, Inc. z
Capri Drive-In Theatre z
Circle Michigan z
Crystal Mountain z
Flint Area CVB Ì
Fort Fudge Shop, Inc. z
Grand Traverse Resort and Spa z
Greater Lansing CVB 
Hidden River Golf and Casting Club z
Kewadin Casinos z
Lake Michigan Carferry z
Lenawee County CVB z
Livingston County CVB z
Michigan Assoc. of CVBs 
Michigan Assoc. of RVs & Campgrounds z

Michigan Dept. of History, Arts and Libraries z
Michigan Dept. of Transportation Ì
Michigan International Speedway z
Michigan Licensed Beverage Association 
Michigan State University Ì
Midwest Living Magazine z
Monroe County CTB z
Mount Pleasant Area CVB 
Naturally, West Central Michigan 
Petoskey/Harbor Springs/Boyne CVB 
Saginaw Valley CVB Ì
Sheraton Lansing Hotel z
Stevens Advertising z
The Henry Ford z
The Little White House on Main z
Tourism Industry Coalition of Michigan z
Travel Michigan – MEDC Ì
TRAVELHOST – Michigan Editions z
Traverse City CVB 
West Michigan Tourism Association z
Western UP CVB z
Ypsilanti Area CVB z

Individuals
Richard Hert z
Donald F. Holecek z
Gary R. Warnell z

Ì= Founding ($10,000+)
 = Prime ($5,000-9,999)
 = Cooperating ($2,500 – 4,999)
z = Sponsor ($100 – 2,499)
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Appendix F

Historical Documents
These documents have been included to provide a historical perspective of the
legislation associated with the Michigan tourism industry.

o

Original Enabling Legislation
Public Act 106 of 1945 – April 14, 1945
(Source: Photocopy - MSU Detroit Law Library)

o

Problems Faced by the Michigan
Tourist Industry – October 11, 1945
Report by the Michigan Tourist Council and the
Tourist and Resort Advisory Committee of the
Michigan Planning Commission
(Source: Photocopy - Library of Michigan)

o

Current Michigan Tourism Policy Act
Public Act 106 of 1945
(Source: www.legislature.mi.gov)
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MICHIGAN TOURISM POLICY ACT
Act 106 of 1945
AN ACT to enhance the economic viability of the state through development, improvement, and
promotion of the travel, tourism, and convention industry of the state; to create the Michigan travel
commission and to prescribe its powers and duties; to create a travel bureau, and to prescribe its powers
and duties; to provide for appropriations in carrying out this act and the allocation and disbursement of
those appropriations; and to repeal certain acts and parts of acts.
History: 1945, Act 106, Imd. Eff. Apr. 19, 1945 ;-- Am. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

The People of the State of Michigan enact:
2.101 Short title; legislative findings; intent.
Sec. 1.
(1) This act shall be known and may be cited as the “Michigan tourism policy act”.
(2) The legislature finds all of the following:
(a) Tourism is a major source of employment, income, and tax revenues in this state, and the expansion
of the tourism industry is vital to the growth of the state's economy.
(b) The tourism industry is important to the state, not only because of the numbers of people it serves and
the vast human, financial, and physical resources it employs, but because of the benefits tourism and
related activities confer on individuals and on society as a whole.
(c) Investment of state resources is needed to provide a more effective means of marketing travel to, and
within, the state, and to optimize the considerable investment of time, energy, capital, and resources
being made by the tourism industry.
(d) Coordination of existing state government involvement in tourism promotion at the state level and with
local government and the private sector will maximize the economic and employment benefits of the
tourism industry.
(3) Through this act the legislature intends to encourage all of the following:
(a) A commitment to the fostering of the economic activity inherent in tourism promotion.
(b) Development of a means to promote and market the state as a destination for tourists on a worldwide
basis.
(c) Tourism growth to assist this state in remaining competitive in the world tourism marketplace.
(d) Maximization of the contribution of the tourism-related industries to the state's economic prosperity
and expansion of employment opportunities.
(e) Recognition of historic, natural, and scenic environments, and the development of cultural and
heritage tourism programs and international marketing strategies, to enhance the state's appeal as a
destination for domestic and international tourism.
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(f) Provision of timely, up-to-date travel and tourism information on urban and rural locations in various
regions of the state to enable state residents to take maximum advantage of travel opportunities within
the state.
(g) Health, education, and intercultural appreciation of the geography, natural resources, history, arts, and
ethnicity of the state.
(h) The welcome entry of individuals traveling to the state to enhance international understanding and
goodwill, consistent with immigration laws, laws protecting the public health, laws governing the
importation of goods into the United States, and other applicable laws and regulations.
(i) The collection, analysis, and timely dissemination of data which accurately measures the economic
impact of tourism on the state in order to facilitate planning in the public and private sectors.
(j) The establishment of a program to market the travel vacation opportunities available in this state to
residents and nonresidents by using any medium or means that the travel bureau, in consultation with the
travel commission, determines appropriate.
(k) Public interest in protection of the natural resources and the cultural heritage of the state.
(l) Recognition of state and locally managed recreational opportunities including camping, hunting,
fishing, boating, snowmobiling, golfing, skiing, and other outdoor recreation experiences.
History: 1945, Act 106, Imd. Eff. Apr. 19, 1945 ;-- CL 1948, 2.101 ;-- Am. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975 ;-Am. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993 ;-- Am. 1994, Act 102, Imd. Eff. Apr. 18, 1994
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.102 Michigan travel commission; creation; appointment, qualifications, and terms of members;
vacancies; compensation and expenses; travel bureau director; chair and vice-chair; meetings;
removal from office; quorum; voting; public meeting; documents subject to freedom of
information act.
Sec. 2.
(1) The Michigan travel commission is created within the department of commerce.
(2) The commission shall consist of 13 members appointed by the governor with the advice and consent
of the senate. The governor shall select members who are experienced in the travel, tourism, and
recreation industry or an associated field. Members of the commission shall be representative of all
geographic areas of the state. Not less than 7 members of the commission shall be owners and operators
of for-profit businesses from the private sector of the travel, tourism, and recreation industry and shall be
experienced in the travel, tourism, and recreation industry. Of the 7 members appointed from the private
sector not less than 4 members shall be owners and operators of small businesses. As used in this
section, “small businesses” means business concerns incorporated or doing business in this state which
employ not more than 100 full-time or part-time employees.
(3) A member of the commission shall be appointed for a term of 4 years. No member may serve more
than 2 full 4-year terms. A vacancy on the commission shall be filled in the same manner as the original
appointment.
(4) The members of the commission shall serve without compensation. However, members of the
commission may be reimbursed for their expenses incurred in the performance of their official duties not
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to exceed 25 days in a fiscal year pursuant to the standard travel regulations of the department of
management and budget.
(5) The commission shall recommend by name the appointment of the travel bureau director to the
director of the department of commerce, and elect from its membership annually a chair and vice-chair.
The commission shall meet at least quarterly, or more frequently if requested by 8 or more members, or
at the call of the chair.
(6) A member of the commission may be removed from office by the governor in accordance with section
10 of article V of the state constitution of 1963.
(7) A majority of the commission constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business at a meeting of the
commission. A majority vote of the members present and serving is required for official action of the
Michigan travel commission.
(8) The business of the Michigan travel commission shall be conducted at a public meeting of that
commission, held in compliance with the open meetings act, Act No. 267 of the Public Acts of 1976, being
sections 15.261 to 15.275 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(9) A document prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by the Michigan travel
commission in the performance of an official function is subject to the freedom of information act, Act No.
442 of the Public Acts of 1976, being sections 15.231 to 15.246 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
History: 1945, Act 106, Imd. Eff. Apr. 19, 1945 ;-- CL 1948, 2.102 ;-- Am. 1956, Act 94, Eff. Aug. 11, 1956 ;-- Am.
1960, Act 5, Imd. Eff. Mar. 17, 1960 ;-- Am. 1961, Act 32, Imd. Eff. May 18, 1961 ;-- Am. 1962, Act 52, Eff. Mar. 28,
1963 ;-- Am. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975 ;-- Am. 1986, Act 233, Imd. Eff. Oct. 6, 1986 ;-- Am. 1993, Act 109,
Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
Compiler's Notes: For transfer of the Michigan travel commission from the department of commerce to the Michigan
jobs commission, see E.R.O. No. 1994-10, compiled at MCL 408.48 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.102a Travel bureau; creation; duties.
Sec. 2a.
The travel bureau is created within the department of commerce and shall do all of the following:
(a) Implement programs to market this state as a desirable travel destination.
(b) Before funding a promotional effort, identify and document those benefits to the state that the travel
bureau determines likely to result from the promotional effort.
(c) Withhold funds for any proposed promotional effort that in the travel bureau's determination will not
likely benefit the travel industry in the state or conform with the goals of the master plan described in
section 2c.
(d) If the travel bureau expends funds for a promotional effort, identify and document the actual benefits, if
any, conferred upon the state by that promotional effort.
(e) Use reasonable means to identify, review, and comment upon the policies and programs of state
agencies which directly affect the achievement of the duties and responsibilities of the travel bureau.
(f) Facilitate travel to and within this state to the maximum extent feasible.
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(g) From time to time, convene interagency committees, consisting of representatives of units of state
government that may be required to devise recommendations to identify and solve tourism problems.
(h) Provide informational assistance and guidance to regional, county, and city tourism development
organizations and similar private organizations in planning programs to attract visitors.
History: Add. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975 ;-- Am. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
Compiler's Notes: For transfer of powers and duties of Michigan travel bureau from the department of commerce to
the Michigan jobs commission, see E.R.O. No. 1994-10, compiled at MCL 408.48 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
Admin Rule: R 2.101 et seq. of the Michigan Administrative Code.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.102b Employee acceptance of free meals or lodging; policy.
Sec. 2b.
The travel bureau shall develop with the department of commerce a formal, written policy governing travel
bureau employee acceptance of free meals or lodging, and implement that policy within 1 year of the
effective date of the amendatory act that added this section.
History: Add. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.102c Master plan.
Sec. 2c.
(1) In consultation with the appropriate divisions of the Michigan department of commerce, the travel
bureau and Michigan travel commission shall develop a comprehensive, long-range master plan for a
period of not less than 2 years and not more than 5 years that identifies each of the following:
(a) Tourism development and management goals.
(b) Programs proposed to be implemented during the term of the master plan.
(2) The master plan shall be updated as the travel bureau, Michigan travel commission, and the
appropriate divisions of the department of commerce determine necessary.
History: Add. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.102d Annual report.
Sec. 2d.
Beginning 1 year after the effective date of the amendatory act that added this section, the travel bureau
shall submit to the travel commission, the governor, and the legislature an annual report containing all of
the following:
(a) A statement identifying and analyzing expenditures authorized by the travel bureau during the
preceding 12 months, and a summary of the results of those expenditures.
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(b) A tourism marketing plan for the next fiscal year.

History: Add. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.103 Michigan travel commission; duties.
Sec. 3.
(1) The Michigan travel commission shall do all of the following:
(a) Assist the Michigan travel bureau with the development of a comprehensive long-range master plan.
(b) Annually assess the activities and accomplishments of the Michigan travel bureau, and convey each
assessment in writing to the director of the department of commerce.
(c) Work to the maximum extent practicable with those private associations, nonprofit corporations,
organizations, or other private entities which promote tourism in this state.
(d) Promulgate rules for the implementation of this act pursuant to Act No. 306 of the Public Acts of 1969,
as amended, being sections 24.201 to 24.328 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(e) Conduct public hearings to obtain input concerning policy development from a broad cross section of
travel interests.
(f) Withhold expenditure of state funds otherwise authorized under this act if the Michigan travel bureau
determines that the proposed expenditure is for an activity that does not conform with the goals of the
master plan described in section 2c or does not benefit the travel industry in the state.
(2) The commission shall authorize the expenditure of funds necessary to carry out this act, and shall be
authorized to incur necessary expenses, in accordance with the accounting laws of the state.
(3) The commission, in cooperation with the Michigan travel bureau, may convene committees consisting
of qualified professionals and experts in various segments of the tourism industry that may be required to
aid in the preparation of, or revision of, all or part of a marketing plan.

History: 1945, Act 106, Imd. Eff. Apr. 19, 1945 ;-- CL 1948, 2.103 ;-- Am. 1956, Act 94, Eff. Aug. 11, 1956 ;-- Am.
1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975 ;-- Am. 1993, Act 109, Imd. Eff. July 16, 1993
Compiler's Notes: For transfer of the Michigan travel commission from the department of commerce to the Michigan
jobs commission, see E.R.O. No. 1994-10, compiled at MCL 408.48 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.103a Appropriation; basic support and discretionary grants.
Sec. 3a.
The legislature shall annually appropriate the sums necessary to implement this act. Amounts as
appropriated by the legislature shall be made available for basic support and discretionary grants to
eligible local and regional travel authorities and agencies in accordance with the following:
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(a) Basic support grants shall be made to eligible agencies and authorities to provide continuing support
of advertising and promotional efforts designed to encourage travel for purposes of resort and
recreational tourism, business and conventions, and sightseeing and entertainment. Grant funds shall be
utilized to fund the operating expenses of eligible agencies and the direct cost of advertising and
promotion. The specific amount of grants, matching requirements, eligible applicants, application
procedure, and administrative and reporting requirements shall be established within the guidelines of
rules promulgated by the Michigan travel commission.
(b) Basic support grants for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, shall be made in accordance with
sections 26(a), 26(b), and 26(c) of Act No. 239 of the Public Acts of 1974, and section 6 of this act.
(c) Discretionary grants shall be made to eligible applicants for travel development and marketing projects
based upon the extent of impact upon employment, economic stability, and increase in real per capita
income. The specific application procedure and project grant requirements shall be established in rules
promulgated by the Michigan travel commission.
History: Add. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975
Admin Rule: R 2.101 et seq. of the Michigan Administrative Code.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.104, 2.105 Repealed. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975.
Compiler's Notes: The repealed sections pertained to reports and financial estimates of the Michigan tourist council.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.106 Repealed. 1975, Act 145, Eff. July 1, 1976.
Compiler's Notes: The repealed section pertained to funds available to regional associations.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan

2.107, 2.108 Repealed. 1975, Act 145, Imd. Eff. July 9, 1975.
Compiler's Notes: The repealed sections pertained to reversion of unencumbered funds and cooperation with
agricultural marketing council.
© 2007 Legislative Council, State of Michigan
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Cindy Bowen

George Moroz

General Manager
Sheraton Lansing Hotel

Special Asst. to the President
The Henry Ford

Dwight Butt

Deb Pardike

Executive Director
Battle Creek/Calhoun County VCB

Executive Director
Alpena Area CVB

Carol Eavou

Jerry Preston

VP of Hotel Operations
Kewadin Casinos

President
Flint Area CVB

Annette Rummel
President
Saginaw Co. CVB

Brad Van Dommelen
President./CEO
Traverse City CVB

Plan Coordination Team Council Liaisons:
Rick Hert

Jerry Preston

Annette Rummel

Executive Director
West Michigan Tourist Assoc.

President
Flint Area CVB

President
Saginaw Co. CVB

William Anderson

Ken Hayward

Patricia Mooradian

Director
Michigan Department of History, Arts &
Libraries

Vice President
Grand Hotel

President
The Henry Ford

Pre-Draft Reviewers:

Don Clingan
Vice President
Lake Michigan Carferry

Chistina MacInnes
Sr. Vice President
Crystal Mountain Resort

About the Plan Logo:
The Michigan Strategic Plan logo design evolved out of a desire for a simple yet modern icon to represent
the work done by so many people in an effort to create a new vision for tourism in Michigan. The logo
signifies an effort to reinvent and rebuild the industry to be better prepared for the future. The logo's ring
signifies unity and the desire to bring all sectors in the industry together for a common cause. The state's
abundance in water resources is represented not only in the logo's color but the three wavy bars. These
bars also represent winds of change in tourism as well as the importance of the tie between the upper and
lower peninsulas and the collaboration between industry, government and academia which, by coming
together, made the first-ever Michigan Tourism Strategic Plan a reality!
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